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ABSTRACT

This study examined the knowledge, perceptions and

benefits of prior learning assessment as perceived by the

Faculty and Management of Cabot College.

The study focused on: (a) their perceptions regarding

learning from past work and life experiences; (b) what non

college learning activities they felt can result in learning

equivalent to that taught in college courses; (c) their past

pl:actices of prior learning assessment and methods they felt

should be used or would be willing to use; Cd) who they felt

should determine credit award, how it should appear on the

student's transcript, and the maximum amount of credit that

should be awarded; and (e) their perceived benefits of prior

learning assessment for students and Cabot College.

The target group for the study was the full-time Faculty

and Academic Management at Cabot college during the spring of

1994. Cabot college was selected for the study because it was

the only public post secondary institution that was actively

involved in the development and implementation of prior

learning assessment. AlSO, the researcher anticipated that

the information obtained would be useful in the continued

development and implementation of prior learning assessment at

Cabot college.

A questionnaire was used in the collection of data. The

response rate was 81\ for Management and 52% f.or Faculty.

Frequencies and means were used to determine the correlation
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between the independent and dependent variables. Analysis of

Variance and Chi-square were used to analyze the data, but no

significant difference was found.

The findings of the study indicated that Faculty and

Management at Cabot college are receptive to the concept of

prior learning assessment. Both groups felt that many non

college learning activities can result in knowledge and/or

skills equivalent to that taught in college courses. While

there has been minimal use of prior learning assessment in the

past, both groups indicated they would like to see more

application of it and generally felt that whatever method was

used, the pass mark should be the same as the pass mark for

the particular course the student was challenging.

Responses varied on who they felt should make the

decision regarding credit award for non-credit learning, the

maximum amount of credit that should be awarded, and how it

should be transcripted. It was clear, however, that the

transcript should indicate that the credit was obtained

through prior learning assessment.

Finally, most respondents agreed that prior learning

assessment is beneficial both to students and to Cabot

college. The most common benetit cited by both groups was

that it can save the stUdent time. For Cabot College,

respondents indicated that prior learning assessment would

yield better use of both physical and hUman resources within

the college.
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Chapter 1

:Introduction

~

In February 1990, the Government of Newfoundland and

Labrador released a paper outlining proposed changes to the

provincial post secondary education system. A major

initiative in this plan for a "Triple-E" policy framework of

equality, excellGnce, and efficiency, was the restructuring of

Memorial University and the provincial college system.

With the implementation of this restructuring plan, the

community colleges and three institutes m~rged to form five

new colleges of applied arts, technology and continuing

education and the Marine Institute became affiliated with

Memorial university of NeWfoundland. W..i.thin the college

system, certain community college boundaries were altered and

colleges were amalgamated. The Avalon community College

amalgamated with Cabot Institute (formerly The College of

Trades and Technology until 1987) and became Cabot C:>llege of

Applied Arts, Technology and continuing Education (Cabot

College) in 1992, and with Eastern College. It no.... serves the

St. John's area with campuses on Bell Island, Duckworth

Street, Parade Street, Prince Philip Drive, Ridge Road,

Topsail Road and Seal Cove.

Cabot College is the largest post secondary educational

and gkills training college in Newfoundland and Labrador. As

a result of more recent restructuring, some of the programs of



the Marine Institute were transferred to Cabot college. Thus

Cabot has approximately J.l,OOO full-time and part-time

students. with a Faculty of approximately 450 and 200

administrative and support staff, the College delivers 70

full-time and 200 part-time credit and non-credit courses

within its facilities and the Division of Continuing

Education. The College offers certificates and diplomas in

Applied Arts, Business, construction Resources, Electrical/

Electronics, Engineering Technologies, Mechanical, Medical

Sciences, Service Programs and Basic Adult Education. The

college also delivers part-time programs through 10 Regional

Training Centres on the Avalon Peninsula.

In recent years, Cabot College has seen an increase in

student enrolment. This is in keeping with national trends

where tha number of students entering post secondary programs

in Canada is increasing. Over the last tour decades, tha

growth in full-tiine post secondary students has increased ten~

fold, from 91,000 in 1952 to 950,000 in 1991 (HRDC, 1994b: 4).

In this province, with continuous government restraint,

closure of many small businesses and a devastating cod

moratorium that is affecting every Newfoundlander and

Labradorian, there is a staggering unemployment rate that is

almost double the national average (in 1994, approximately 21'

for Newfoundland and Labrador, and 11% for Canada). Advances

in technology have resulted in increased competition for fewer

and newer jObs. As a result, more and more adults are



enrolinq in post secondary institutions tor job traininq or

retraining. In this province in the last 10 years, there has

been in increase in enrolment at both Memorial university and

the non-university institutions, from 16,619 otudents in 1986

87 to 18,155 in 1989-90 (Warren, P.J., 1990:5). Adults who

are employed are also finding themselves in the position ot

having to upgrade their qualifications to relllain employable in

the present job market.

A number ot students have previously acquired knowledge

and skills obtained through signit'icant work and lit'e

experiences. According to The Forum of Labour Market

Ministers " ... an increasing number of adults are updating

their skills by registering for programs at colleges and

universities. Tholle adult learners have acquired skills and

knovledge throuqh work experience, cOlUllllnity activities,

homemaking, non-credit courses and independent study· (1993:

30). Due to time and financial constraints, these adult

cl ients are not prepared to ....aste precious time and lloney

relearning what has already been learned, thus wanting to use

their available resources in the ba'it way possible (p. 30).

Sim.osko and Associates concurred that adults are carefully

spending education dollars: "and adults themselves have become

wise consumers. It is thsy who ars no longer willing to pay to

repeat learning they have already acquired" (1988: 5).

As a result ot the continuously changing needs of the

adult clisnt, the Mission Statement of Cabot college has



recently been revised and reads: "to provide a broad range of

educational opportunities of consistently high quality in

response to the changing educational needs of the community"

(Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology and continuing

Education, 1993-1994: 16).

In keeping with it's mission, in November 1991, Cabot

College, in conjunction with Health and Welfare Canada and the

provincial Departments of Education and Social Services, began

a three-year pilot project to upgrade the qualifications of

practising early childhood educators in Newfoundland and

Labrador. There had been no provision for formal training

programs for early childhood educators until ten years ago.

The result was that approximately 500 early childhood

educators who were employed in some 135 licensed child care

centres, had received little or no training.

The primary objectives of this pilot project were to

provide certification standards for early childhood educators

and to design a competency-based diploma program in Early

Childhood Education that could be offered through distance

education. This project was administered by the Division of

Continuing Education of Cabot College.

An integTClI component of the pilot project was the

development and implementation of prior j.~arning assessment,

hereafter referred to as PLA. PLA is a proce!::s whereby a

student documents knowledge and skills obtained from prior

experiences faT the purpose of "challenging for credit" toward



a course or prograll. That is, learning froll prior experience,

and not the experience itself, provides the basis for the

assessment upon which a.cademic credit ca.n be alo'a.rded.

cOllmon approach used in PLA, and in this project, was the

development of a portfolio. This allowed students to

systematicallY record and document appropriate experiences,

that have resulted in knowledge and skills appropriate to the

early Childhood Education program content. The learning,

considered to be "college level", earned moat of the students

some advanced standing in the program, thus avoid~ng

unnecessary repetition in their training.

Awarding credit for learning from past experiences is

very timely. La.din wrote:

in a rapidly changing economy, recognition of

their learning is crucial to Ilost working adults

for whom progress on the career ladder is often

tied to the acquisition of new skills and

competencies. For many people, a significant

portion of these skills and competencies have

already been acquired on the job; it is critical

that there be ways of measuring, evaluating,

documenting and awarding credit for them (1992:

xii) .

PLA provides benefits for students, the institution and

the community at large. Benefits include accessibility to



education, reduction in instances of unnecessary retraining,

and a saving in time and money for some students.

Purpose of the 8t~

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the knowledge,

perceptions, and potential benefits of PLA. as perceived by

Management and full-time Faculty of Cabot College. More

specifically, the study addressed the following research

questions:

1. What are the perceptions of Faculty and Management at

Cabot college regarding learning from past work and life

experiences?

2. What non-college learning activities did Faculty and

Management feel can result in knowledge and/or skills

equivalent to that taught in college courses?

3. What are the past practices of Faculty and Management

regarding methods of assessing prior, non-credit learning

and what methods do they feel shQuld be used or would be

willing to use?

4. What are the perceptions of FaCUlty and Management

regarding the administrative issues of decision making,

transcription and the maximum amount of credit awarded to

individuals through PLA?

5. What are the benefits of awarding college credit for

prior, non-credit learning, as perceived by Management

and Faculty of Cabot College?



Lilllitatio!l!l of the StUdy

The following limitations were recognized being

inherent within the study:

1. The results of the study were dependent on the

cooperation of the Faculty and Management at Cabot

college.

2. Participants may have been reluctant to respond to

certain questions that may be persor.al or sensitive in

nature.

3. The study was limited to the Manageroent and Faculty of

Cabot College; therefore caution should be exercised in

generalizing these findings beyond the confines of Cabot

College.

Delimitations of the Study

The following delimitations were recognized as being

inherent within the study:

1. This study was limited to Managelnent and Faculty of Cabot

College who were employed at the college during the

spring semester 1994.

2. Cabot College was chosen for the study because it was the

only pUblic post secondary institution that was active in

the development and implementation of PIA at the time.



Portfolio:

3. The researcher anticipated that the information obtained

from the research would be useful in the continued

development and implementation of PLA at Cabot college.

4. This stUdy is descriptive and exploratory in nature and

summarizes the data received. It does not attempt to

further extend or draw conclusions.

Definition ot Terms

Competency essay: an essay/narrative that describes a

student's learning in a partiCUlar

subject. Included in the essay Would be

what the stUdent knows, how/where it was

acquired, and how the knowledge has been

applied in real situations.

a detailed manuscript prepared by a

student to make a case for why credit

should be awarded for learning acquired

from past experiences. Included in this

would be various documentation sources to

verify the experiences leading to the

learning.

Prior academic

education: "that which has been acquired in a formal

educational lnstitution and is attested

to by the lnsti tution through the

awarding of course credits, certificates,



diplomas, and/or degrees" (Task Force on

Access to Professions and Trades in

ontario, 1989: 90).

Prior experiential

learning:

Prior learning

assessment:

Work and life

exper iences:

learning acquired from previous work/life

experiences (non-credit); the

knowledge, skills: and attitudes learned.

the process of evaluating non-credit

learning from previous work/ life

experiences for the purpose of awarding

credit.

any activities such as community or

volunteer work, family responsibilit.ies,

seminars, conferences, self-study and

non-eredit course work.

Organization of the Thesis

This introductory chapter provides the background to the

study which includes a brief history of the restructuring of

the community college system in Newfoundland and Labrador.

The purpose of the study is stated and the research questions

that tbe study addressed. The limitations and delimitations

as well as a definition of terms are included. Chapter II

provides a review of the literature on PLA. In the third



,.
chapter, the design of the study is discussed. This includes

the methodology used to investigate the research questions.

Chapter IV presents the analysis of the data and the findings

of the study; Chapter V provides a summary of the findings and

makes recommendations and suggestions for fur.ther study.



Chapter 1:1

Review of the Literature

Introduction

Changing trends in education, de1D.ands and expectations of

society, technological advances and a struggling economy have

all contributed to a steady increase in the influx of adult

learners into post secondary institutions. According to

Goodall, the number of students 25-and-over has grown since

1971 in this country, " ...within colleges alone, the 1991 fall

enrolment by mature students was almost three times the 1971

72 level" (1994: 45). This influx of older, more mature ~dult

clients is very much the trend in the United states as well.

According to the American Vocational Association (1985: 51),

"today, more than one out of three college students is 2,

years of age or older Ol and "by the year 2000, there will be

more students over 25 years of age on cOllege campuses than

under 25 years of age".

This increase in mature students has affected the way

)'ost secondary institutions operate. Gallagher (1990: 3) wrote

that "an original priority to full-time younger adult students

in a pre-employment phase is now being balanced by an emerging

concern for olde~, part-time learners who see upgrading and

retraining as a standard requirement in contemporary society."

As a result, post secondary institutions are continuously

adjusting their services to meet the shifting needs of the

maturing community they serve.
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Many of these more mature adult clients possess a great

deal of occupational a.nd life experiences. Institutions of

higher education are now beginning to recognize that these

prior experiences have resu! ted in some learning. According

to Barba et a1. (1985: 1211 "learning dOGS not take place only

in the classroom! Indeed, learning can and does occur in

community activities, on vacation, in the military services,

as well as on the job. II

Selman and Dampier (1991) described adult

education/ learning in terms of three approaches. form" l, non

formal, and informal. Formal education is associated with

full-time stUdy in traditional educational institutions. It

usually involves comprehensive curricula, is graded into

mUlti-year levels and is linked to a graduated systell of

certification (po 11).

They describe non-formal education as to ••• all other

organized, systematic educational actiVity Which is carried

out in society, whether offered by educational institutions or

any other agency" (p. 11). Examples include a one-day

conference, one-week short course, a correspondence course or

a series of evening classes.

They describe the third type, informal education, as

" ... frequently unorganized, unsystematic, and at times perhaps

even unintentional" (p.12). Examples of this type include

learning from daily experiences and exposure to hOllie, work and

play.
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As a part of this recognition or the variety of ways we

learn, the concept of prior learning or experiential learning

has emerged. Keeton a.nd Associates (1976: 4-5) defined

experiential learning as "learning that occurs outside of

classrooms." Torbert (1972: 7) stated that "experiential

learning involves becollling aware of the qualities, patterns,

and consequences of one's own experience as one experiences

it."

Peruniak (1991: 6) indicated that there are many terms

related to experiential learning and goes on to list some of

them: "action learning, adventure education, cooperative

education, community experience, discovery learning, holistic

learning, internship, informal learning, practicum, prior

experiential learning, silllulat~-(}n, volunteer experience, and

work experience."

Experiential learning theory is based on the assumption

that people learn without having to be formally taught in a

classroom setting. In tact, advocates of adult learning woul"

concur that most learning does take place outside a formal

classroom. 5'1me have gone as far as to state that 70 to 80t

of learning rJccurs in this manner through almost any type of

activity/situation (Tough, 1979: 1). Some of these activities

include volunte.er /community work, workshops, self

study/reading, home projects, family responsibilities



and job experience. Caffarella wrote:

... adults on their own initiative acquire job

skills, getin insights into how to manage home and

family, pursue personal interests and hobbies,

and just learn for the sake of acquiring

knowledge. Self-direction in one's learning does

not necessarily mean solitary learning. Rather,

often in these self-initiated learning ventures,

adults seek assistance in the form of human (for

example, friends, family members, and experts in

the content area) and material resources (for

example, books, magazines, and videotapes),

(1993: 27-28).

This experiential learning process is viewed quite

differently than the process involved with traditional

(classt'oorn) learning. In fact, the two can be seen as almost

exact opposites. Coleman (1976: 50-52) descr ibed both

learning processes as a series of steps. with traditional

learning, we proceed through four steps; we:

1. receive information through symbolic sources such as

lectures or reading;

2. assimilate and organize this information so that a

general principle is understuod;

3. apply the general principle to a specific instance;

4. apply the general principle in new circumstance::;.
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COleJlAn the~ described experiential learning in almost

the reverse order. saying that we do not use a symbolic medium

for transmitting inforllation; in fact information is generated

only through the sequence of steps themselves (1976: 51-52).

Therefore, with experiential learning we:

1. carry out an action with self-observation of its effects;

2. understand the effects of the action. or have learned the

consequences of the action;

3. come to understand the general principle and thus see a

connection between the actions and effects over a range

of circumstances;

4. apply the general principle in new circumstances.

According to Coleman, the most important difference

bGtween both types of learning is the source of information.

With traditional learning, the source is "symbolic" such as

listening to a lecture or reading. Whereas, with experiential

learning, the source of the information is "acting" or

"observing"; the learner is doing or watching someone else do.

Although traditional (classroom) learning has always been

accepted as the norm, experiential learning theory has been

slowly gaining wide-spread recognition as a credible means of

learning. According to Cunningham (19B3: 61), "experi~ntial

learning's strengths are intrinsic motivation, direct linkage

to further action, and the tendency for leerning from action

to be less easily forgotten." In other words, when we learn
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by doing, the learning is most meaningful and more likely to

be remembered.

with this recognition of experiential learning, the

concept of PLA emerg~d. PLl\ is a formalized process of

acknowledging and evaluating experiential learning,

learning from past work and life experiences for the purpose

of a.....arding credit where appropriate. Defined by the British

Columbia council of Admissions and Transfer:

PLA is assessment by some valid and reliable

means, by a qualified specialist, of what has

been learned through nonformal education/training

or experience, that is worthy of credit in a

course or program offered by the institution

providing the credit (Koenig and Wolfson, 1994:

3).

With increasing numbers of adult learners in post

secondary programs, educators have been faced with the

challenge of recognizing these adults' past accomplishments

and developing alternative approaches to assess prior

learning, to award advanced standing where appropriate.

Today, the assessment of prior experiential learning has

evolved universally into a comprehensive, systematic process

of evaluation using measurement tools such as an interview,

challenge examination or performance evaluation as a means of

assessing prior learning for the purpose of awarding credit.
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The acknowledgement of learning from past experiences and

awarding credit where appropriate results in a balance between

fairness to adult clients of education and maintaining program

standards. By doing this, education has become more

accessible, affordable and attractive.

Prior Learning Assessment - Past and Present

Many countries have been or are becoming involved in PLA.

PUr. in the united states, Canada, the United Kingdom,

Australia and New Zealand are discussed beloW'.

The United nat"

The concept of "PLA" appears to have had its roots in the

United States. As a formalized, systematic process, PLA has

been in existence in most institutions of higher learning for

perhaps the last 40 years (Keeton, 1985; Knapp and Gardnier,

1981j Peruniak, 1.991). As an informal process, PLA has

undoubtedly been in existrmce for a much longer period of

time. Keeton speCUlated:

prior learning assessment has a much longer

history than is cOl\lJrlonly realized. Any good

teacher, for all time, has begun by finding out

why the learner has come to that teacher - what

the learner already knows and can do - and on the

basis of the information, that teacher has

sought to discern what the learner might be.o;;t

next learn (1985: 2).
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The exact origin of PLA is somewhat unclear. According

to Peruniak (1991:3). "Baker (1974) cited evidence that the

university of Chicago offered challenge examinations in the

1930's." However, he further stated that the first known and

documented, formally recognized system of PLA began in the

United states shortly after the Second World War. According

to Peruniak (1991:3), "it was the returning World War II

veterans Who put real pressure on the formal system in the

U.S. to recognize alternative sources of learning." As a

result, the American Council on Education (ACE) initiated the

GED (General Educational Development) Examinations; initially

for people in the military services. After the war, these

were continued and extended to the civilian population

(Keeton, 1985: 2).

O'Houle (1976: 32) described PLA as appearing much later;

"among undergraduate institutions, Brooklyn college in 1954

was perhaps the first to award credits directly to adults on

the basis of the assessment of previous experience".

In the 1960's, the college Entrance Examination Board in

the United states developed the College-Level Examination

Program (CLEP) and this program is still being used by some

educational institutions today (Keeton, 1985: 2-3). Shortly

after, It rival testing organization, the American Testing

Service, created the Proficiency Examination Program (PEP),

(Keeton, 1985: 3).

In the 1970'S, a shift from formal examinations to



documentation of learning slowly emerged. Under the direction

of the Educational Testing Servica in the United states, the

Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning (CAEL) project

was established and operated from 1974 to 1977. The mandate

of the project was to conduct research in the area of

experiential learning and to develop methods which would

assist educational institutions in conducting PLA to award

academic recognition (Peruniak, 1991: 3; Knapp and Gardnier,

1981: 8; Harris, 1989: 201). Keeton and Associates stated

that, "CAEL arose primarily because of the fact that

experience is no guarantor of learning" (1976: 4). In other

words, it was the learning that resulted from the experience

and not the experience itself, that provided the basis on

which academic credit could be awarded.

As a result of the CAEL project, the idea of "portfolio

developm-ant" emerged. The compilation of a portfolio became

a means of students submitting detailed information about

previous experiences, the learning that had resUlted, and

evidence to verify the learning. However, Knapp and Gardnier

claimed that "portfolio construction and evaluation were

nonstructured, and students had little information to help

them understand how they were to go about demonstrating, for

academic credit, their claims to learning" (1981: 10).

Further, in their view, portfolios were often inadequate, few

Faculty members knew the portfolio option existed and of those

who did, many were critics. Often, the portfolio itself was
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the only assessment method used, with Faculty members not even

meeting the student to conduct any other form(s) of

assessment.

In 1977, CAEL became a freestanding non-prof it

organization and was renamed Council fot' the Advancement of

Experiential Learning. In 1982, CAEL again changed its name,

this time to the Council for AdUlt and Experiential Learning.

Since its establiShment, CAEL's purpose has remained

unchanged, providing leadership and guidance in the area of

PLA. According to Tate, the mission of CAEL has been "to

expand lifelong learning opportunities for adults anel to

advance both experiential learning and its assessment" (1992:

127). Tate went on to say that in the last few years, the

following statement has been added to their mIssion: "this

learning should positively affect individuals, .institutions

and Ultimately the society,"

By 1981 a different picture of PL1I. had emerged. Knapp

and Gardnier indicated that written guidelines on how to

create a portfolio were in place for students, portfolio

development courses were available and increasing numbers of

students were sUbmitting portfolios (1981: 10-11). Now the

process of PL1I. was becoming more organized, formalized anrl

systematic.
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In 1984 I CAEL conducted a nationwide survey that resulted

in more than 1200 academic institutions reporting affiliation

with PLA. In 1991, another nationwide institutional survey,

conducted by CAEL, generated a survey to 3,694 academic

institutions throughout the United states (CAEL, 1992).

Questionnaires were returned by 1,732 (47%), with 86% of those

reporting that they assess non-credit learning through various

methods (p.5). This research revealed that since their

nationwide survey in 1984, another 290 institutions

implementing PLA. According to Peruniak:

a number of factors have contributed to the

increasing interest in prior learning including

the competition for the adult education "market"

with declines in the traditional 18-24 year aIds,

and the pressure to recognize certain kinds ot'

industrial training especially where such

training takes place as part of an overall

collaboration between business and education

(1991: 4).

Today, CAEL continues to remain active in PLA. It hosts

a major international conference and several national

conferences and workshops in the United States annually. CAEL

is well known for its continuing research and development in

the area of PLA and related consultation services.
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Canada

The follOWing is a summary of the PLA activi"ties within

each of the provinces in Canada.

Quebec.

Within Canada, Quebec was the first province as a whole,

to become involved in PLA. In 1982, a stUdy on Adult

Education in Quebec recommended the implementation of PLA

throughout the education system. In 1984, the Quebec

government passed legislation making PLA a priority for its

CEGEPS (Colleges of General and Professional Education),

resulting in a province-wide initiative in PLA (Thomas, 1989:

11-12; Simosko and Assocdates, 1988: 167).

Ontario.

P. Zakos (personal communication, February 1992)

indicated that Loyalist College in Ontario implemented PLA in

its Human Services Worker Program in 1982. R. Burke (personal

communication, February 1992) revealed that Mohawk College in

Hamilton, ontario began implementation of PLA to all programs

in 1984.

In February, 1993, the Ontario government announced a

province-wide comprehensive system of PLA. This framework

included the establishment of a PLA Advisory and coordinating

Group, appropriate training for staff of all 23 colleges prior

to their involvement in its implempntation, and policy

development at government level. In an open letter to the

college system, David Cooke, ontario Minister of Education and
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Training, stated: "prior learning assessment will facilitate

lifelong learning, make colleges more accessible to groups

which have been underrepresented in the past and increase the

efficiency of the colleges by eliminating the need for

unnecessary retraining" (Ontario Ministry of Education and

Training, 199J: 4). AS part of this initiative, a PLA

secretariat has also been established to address policy

development, PLA training and the development of a monitoring

and information system (HRDC, 1994a: 5).

British Columbia.

According to Peruniak II in early 1989 the government of

BritiSh Columbia launched an initiative in PLA through the

Open Learning Agency as part of the British Columbia

Educational Credit Bank" (1991: 5). That initiative is very

active today according to S. Brain (personal communication,

February 1992). In 1994, the British Columbia Council for

Admissions and Transfer embarked on a provincial initiative

for the implementation of PLA in both the community colleges

and universities (HROC, 1994a: 6).

A.lI!n1&.

Within Alberta, PLA is practised by some colleges and by

Athabasca University and the University of Alberta, although

at this time, a provincial pollcy on PLA has not been

established (HROC, 1994a: 6). A Draft White Paper proposing

a strategic plan for the transformation of Alberta's adult

learning system, was released in March 1994 (Alberta Advanced
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Education and Career Development, 1994: 12).

, ••lI:,bth'w,p.

There is no provincial policy on PLA in Saskatchewan;

however, Saskatchewan Education, Training and Employment is

"developing a systematic approach to the assessment of and

recoqnition for prior learning (HRDC, 1994a: 6).

Manitoba.

In Manitoba, there is no formal provincial policy on PLA.

However, the Education Review Commission recently released a

report which " ... although making no specific reference to PLA,

did recommend that credit transfer arrangement be done to

better facilitate student movement between universities dod

colleges in Manitoba" (HRDC, 1994a: 5). Red River COJllDlunity

Coflege however, has been actively involved in PLA with its

Early Childhood Education and Nursing programs (0. Blower,

personal communication. March 1992).

Nev Brun'wick.

In New Brunswick, the Department of Advanced Education

and Labour implemented a policy in SepteDlber 1994, recognizing

prior academic and experiential learning for the college

system (HROC. 1994a: 4).

Noya Scotia.

There is no provincial policy on PI.A in Nova scotia. The

community colloge system is relatively new there, created by

a process of tranSforming technical/vocational high schools to

community colleges (HRDC, 1994: 3).
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Prince Ed".rd :Island.

In Prince Edward Island there is no provincial policy on

PLA in place (HROC, 1994a: 3). However, L. Coffin (personal

communication, May 1993) confirmed that Holland College has

instituted PLA and this is availabh' to all students entering

the college.

N••foundland and Labrador.

In Newfoundland and Labrador the introduction of PLA at

Cabot college in st. John's in 1992 appears to have been the

first systematic, methodical approach for the province. As

part of a three-year pilot project to upgrade the

qualifications of Early Childhood Educators in the province,

Cabot college began research, development and implementation

in PLA, with the int.ent to apply this concept to o!"her college

programs.

A prOVincial PLA Task Group has recently been

established, under the Council on Higner Education. The

mandate of the group is to prepare a discussion paper on PLA

which will include a provincial policy and recommendations.

There is ample evidence that PLA is being practised in

many post secondary colleges in this country. The practices

range from individual and informal FaCUlty requests t.o

systematic methods fo11o....ing appropriate policles and

guidelines. Further, Baker (1984) reported that 12 Canadian

universities had some form of assessment available in at least

some departments (p. 13). The literature did not discuss the
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use of PLA within the private schools.

United Kinadom

The research and writings of Norman Evans has been key to

the development of PLA in the United Kingdom (UK). Evans was

first introduced to the work of CAEL (Council of Adult and

Experiential Learning) in the late 19705. In his work, Evans

credited CAEL in the United States for providing him the

foundation and background. Unlike North America where the

term PLA became common, the UK have founded the concept APEL,

assessment of prior experiential learning.

Not unlike the American system, demography in Britain

suggested there was a real need to take into account the

increasing proportions of adult learners. Thus, Evans' work

involved researching the procedures in the United states with

a view to introducing those most appropriate to the British

system. From there, interest in PLA spread with a series of

exchange visits between the u.s. and Britain during the early

19805 (Challis 1993: 2 and Evans in Simosko and Associates

1988: 157).

In the early 19805, a project \o1as commissioned by the

"Further Education unit", which resulted in pUblication of the

1984 document, Curriculum Opportunity: A Map of Experiential

Learning in Entry Requirements to Higher and Further Education

Award-Bearing Courses. From then on, APEL activities began to

spread (Challis, 1993: xi-xii).
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In 1986, the British government established the National

COlOneil for vocational Qualifications (NCVQ). whose mandate

was to set national standards in occupational competencies in

all areas of employment (Evans, 1992: 62 and KOQnig and

Wolfson 1995: 6). According to Challis:

the British model is able to offer not only

recognition and assessment, but also

accreditation in a very practical and tangible

sense in terms of certificates. This began first

in higher education as academic credit towards

diplomas, bachelors and masters degrees, and has

since expanded to different areas, partly through

the development of the unit-based framework of

National vocational Qualifications and other

developing initiatives that seek to award credit

for demonstrated learning within a context of

clearly specified outcomes (1993: 5).

Also in 1986, Norman Evans established the Learning from

Experience Trust, an education charity devoted to the

development of work and the assessment of experiential

learning (Evans in simosko and Associates, 1988: 165).

According to Evans, APEL has gained widespread pUblic

recognition through policy statements of various departments,

agencies and councils. Today, Britain still avails of CAEL

pUblications for providing invaluable information on the
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theory and practice ot' PLA, although according to Evans,

" ... however, things are new at a stage when we in the UK have

significant experience of our own to dr<!lw on" (Evans in

Simosko and Associates, 1988: 158).

Austra1ia

In Australia, PLA is referred to as RPL, recognition for

prior learning. RPL is already in place in a number of

universities, both as an option for admission to a course or

for advanced standing or credit within it (Cohen et aI, 1992).

In 1992, a national survey revealed that 79\ of the

responding Australian universities were able to identify a

number of PLA initiatives (Cohen et aI, 1992). The stUdy also

revealed, however, that few of those universities have RPL

policies and procedures formally in place, although a number

have policies in draft stages and many using RPL on an ad-hoc

basis. Other universities indicated an awareness of RPL and

the need to introduce or further develop it (Cohen et al,

1992) .

New Zealand

According to Cohen et a1 (1992), New Zealand has

implemented a number of pilot studies to research the

implementation of RPL. The adoption of RPL has also become

policy in that country. The Educational Ass'~::sment Act (1990)

requires the New Zealand Qualifications Authority to recognize

prior learning within all education sectors (Cohen et al,

1992) •
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Over time, PLA has evolved from an ad-hoc and informal

procedure to become a comprehensive and systematic process.

As a result, many different methods for assessment of prior

learning have emerged. According to Knapp and Sharon (1985:

5} " ... because experiential learning, in the sense employed in

the CAEL project, often differs from traditional classroom

learning, its assessment and evaluation require the

consideration of measurement techniques that have not been

widely employed in higher education." In other words, because

experiential learning differs from traditional classroom

learning, so should its techniques.

Institutions of higher learning differ in their use of

measurement techniques. While some rely solely on the

portfolio, others use a combination of several methods.

Recently, the use of a portfolio in combination with one or

several other methods has gained popularity and has thus been

termed "portfolio-assisted" assessment.

The availability of well-written learning outcomes for

all courses is a must for PLA to be successful regardless of

the method that was used. Baker (1984: 11) stated "the

vagueness of many course descriptions and the omission of

learning objectives and outcomes from syllabi make it

difficult for students to tell whether they have the skills

and knowledge equivalent to a specific course."
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The following is a brief description ot the most common

measurement techniques used in the assessment of pr lor

learning.

The PortfoUo

The portfolio is defined as lI a file or folder of

accumulated information about a student's experiences and

accomplishments that can be the vehicle for organizing and

distilling raw experiences into Cl manageable forOll for

assessment" (Forrest, Knapp and Pendergrass, 1976: 162). The

most common components found in a portfolio are usually a

chronological record, a life history paper, a goals paper, a

resume, a lengthy narrative containing the student's claim to

learning Cor several smaller narratives discussing specific

areas of learning), and a documentation section.

According to Knapp and Gardnier (1981: 9), "the portfolio

is not only a written product; it represents a painstaking

process through which experiences are translated into

statements of learning outcomes that are documented,

demonstrated, and evaluated for academic recognition." Barba

et a1. (1985: 122) stated "a portfolio goes beyond a

traditional transcript by placing emphasis on accomplishments

and experiences as other modes of learning. It further

encourages self analysis not only of students' academic lives

but of their professional lives."

In Canada and the United States, institutions involved in

the use of a portfolio for PLA varied in their approach.



While some institutions offered a credit course on portfolio

development, others offered minimal guidelines as to hoW" to

compile a portfolio.

A major advantage of the portfolio method was that it has

the potential to be stUdent-centred. That is, the student

designs the portfolio, including the content and documentation

sources he or she chooses to include.

Despite its popularity in canada and the united states,

the portfolio had some negative characteristics; such as the

amount of work involved in creating a portfolio, and the whole

process of "going back in time" to recall past experiences.

The portfolio development process has even been described by

some as a "painfUl process." McCormick said:

the assessment process can be very emotional for

students. In order to earn credit through a

portfolio process, they need to review their

lives - scanning them to pluck out college-level

learning experiences. When students review their

lives, they sometimes snag upon painful memories

that they would rather avoid (1990: 26-27).

Because of the work involved in developing a portfolio,

its creation is dependent upon strong writing skills and is

therefore not practical for students who are weak in this

area. The compilation of a portfolio is indeed a substantial
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task for the returning adult learner, both physically and

psychologically.

According to Evans (1992: 69), for prior learning t.o be

brought to a point for formal consideration and assessment,

"there is a sequence of tasks which have to be completed."

The first he described as "psychological" and most apparent

when adults prepare to enrol in post secondary institutions to

have their prior learning assessed. Again, according to

Evans, even adults with years of experience are intimidated by

the thought of having to learn in a formal institution. He

further elaborated: " ... and this first task, psychologically,

is to believe there is a possibility that people can know more

and do more than they or anyone else gives them credit for"

(p. 69).

Once the student overcomes this psychologic'll stage, the

hard work, to reveal the prior learning that has occurred,

begins. Evans goes on to say that, "there are three

SUbsequent stages for an individual wanting to identify prior

learning with a view to accreditation" (p. 70). The first he

described as a review process, where the individual reviews

past experiences, reflects upon them and identifies the

learning that has resulted. Evans also asserts that "this

attempt to extract significant learning experiences from the

overall life and work experience of an adult is an essential

preparation for the tough intellectual task which follows."
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The second stage described by Evans is the formulation of

learning statements. During this stage, the individual will

It ••• begin to lay the basis for making a claim to possession of

certain knowledge and skills through isolating significant

learning drawn from the experiences which have been isolated

previously" (p. 70).

Evans' third stage is "the collection and documenting of

evidence. 1I The important thing here is that the documentation

sUbstantiates the claim of learning being made. Arter this

step, assessment begins, with accreditation to follow.

Challenge Exallination

The use of examinations in the assessment of prior

learning has been fairly popular. According to Simosko and

Associates, "often examinations are the easiest form of prior

learning assessment to get accepted by Faculty, since they

resemble most closely what FaCUlty already use in assessing

students" (1988: 53). For the student, examinations can also

be the easiest tool used in FLA, because they often require

less work than the completion of a portfolio.

Examinations used for PLA can be standardized or teacher-

made. Their contents can be essay, objoective or a combination

of both.

The use of standardaed examinations for the purpose of

assessing prior learning appeared to be more widely accepted

and used in the United states than in Canada, possibly because

of the fact that most standardized examinations were developed
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in the United States. Some of the more common standardized

examinations included: College Proficiency Examination Program

(CPEP), college Level Examination Program (CLEP), Defense

Activity for Non-Traditional Educational Support (DANTES) and

Advanced Placement Program (APP) (SimOsko and Associates,

1988). Despite their popularity, Barkatoolah stated:

the limitations of standardized testing

procedures that focus more on cognitive criteria

are now being acknowledged. Such tests tend to

neglect behavioral and affective competencies,

especially those related to attitUdes and

motivations, and the ways in which contextual

factors influence our choices (1989: 151).

When teacher-made tests were used to assess prior

learning, the ideal examination was "general" in nature. That

is, test items did not refer to specific readings, videos,

etc, that a student could only be knowledgeable of if enrolled

in the course. However, a teacher often administered this

type of specific examination, the :=;ame examination that was

used to test traditional learning, As Baker pointed out,

unfortunately for the PLA student" for courses which are based

on very specific content, it may be difficult for students to

pass a challenge examination" (1984: 11).

Examinations were relatively inexpensive to administer

and require minimal preparation in most cases, They were
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viewed effective when the intent ....as to measure theory.

unfortunately this was also seen as a disadvantage as they

were limited to testing knowledge and could not appropriately

measure attitude or skill application. For students who had

been away from formalized schooling. a major disadvantage was

that writing i!:IIn examination could be a very intimidating and

painful process.

Product Assessmtnt

Forrest, Knapp and Pendergrass, (1976: 169) described

product assessment as lithe evaluation of such products as

pictures, musical compositions, writing samples, mechanical

inventions, and the like. lI According to Simosko, and

Associates (1988: 32) tlproduct assessment is one of the most

common and direct ways of evaluating students' learning" as

they feel that II p roducts lend themselves directly to ths

evaluation of skills and knowledge."

Unlike a performance assessment, product assessment

produces an end product and that is used to " ... make

jUdgements about the student's learning" (simosko and

Associates, 1988: 32). This method of assessment was viewed

ideal when the amount of time required to produce the product

was too great. However, this was also seen as a disadvantage,

as it was the product and not the process that was evaluated.

Therefore, it may be difficult to determine if the product is

actually the student's own work. In the more recent

literature, products hav~ been referred to as documentation.
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Performance Tests

Termed per.formance evaluation or performance appraisal,

evaluation of performance is a method of assessment used to

measure application of knowledge. Described by Slmcsko and

Associates (1988: 35) "unlike product assessment ... in

performance assessment, it is the process itself, the act of

doing, which is considered." Forrest, Knapp and Pendergrass,

(1976: 169) described the performance test as follows:

"frequently, a performance test is nothing but a work sample

requiring the accomplishment of specific tasks in a controlled

setting, but it may consist of a situational observation of

performance in a natural setting."

Performance assessment could take place in a real-Ilfe

situation, termed "prepared performance" by Simosko and

Associates, or if impractical, in a simulated environment,

termed a "simulated performance" (1988: 35). The student can

be aware of and see the observer or it can be done

unobtrusively, with the aid of aUdiovisual devices. This was

practical if it was anticipated that the student's behaviour

would be altered due to the presence of the observer.

The use of performllnce eVllluation was idelll when

evaluating performance as opposed to direct theory. This type

of assessment worked especially well with competency-based

learning. unfortunately, performance testing can be costly

both in terms of time and money for the institution and the

student.
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~

A simulation is the creation of a real-life situation.

Described by Simosko and Associates (1988: 36), "in the

assessment of a simulated performancto.. the assessor endeavours

to create a situation reflecting the real-life one in which

the student claims competence."

When using simulations as a means of assessment, "these

tests require the student to pretend that he or she is engaged

in some realistic task, the nature and content of which are

described in some detail before the individual begins to

assume an assigned or unassigned rele lt (Forrest, Knapp and

Pendergrass, 1976: 169-70).

simulations work well when the performance cannot be

measured in the real situation or by other means. For

example, a simulation would be most effective when evaluating

life-threatening situations. According to Forrest, Knapp and

pendergrass, (l976: 170) "simulations are ordinarily used to

assess complex qualities such as analytical thinking, goal

setting, risk taking, interpersonal competence, decision

making, sensitivity to the behaviours of others, oral

communications, and planning skills." Ouring a simUlation,

the evaluator has the opportunity to challenge the student by

asking questions, to obtain more information for assessment if

needed.
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Defined by Forrest, Knapp and Pendergrass, (1976: 170),

interviews are "face-to-face interpersonal role situations in

which the interviewer asks the student questions designed to

obtain answers that will lead to an evaluation of one or more

learning outcomes." They go on to say that "the interview is

the most practical and widely used measurement device in the

portfolio process."

According to Slmosko and Associates, "interviews can help

us to exchange information, verify information, influence or

ch:-;nge behaviour, diagnose problems, or serve any nUlIlber of

other purposes" (1988: 39). The interview can be conducted by

one person or a panel, it can be very formal or informal. It

can also be very structured with specific questions developed

ahead of time, or unstructured, resulting in informal

conversation. The intel.'view works well for students who may

have a learning/reading disability, thus enabling them to

properly express themselves without paper.

The interview has the advantage of being II s tudent

focused," thus adaptable for individual student use. Like

other assessment methods, the interview process can be time

consUl'lling and costly.

Another type of interview structure described by simosko

and Associates (1988: 400) was the "leaderles5 group

discussion." According to Simosko and Associates, ~··ith this

type of situation, students are brought together to discuss a
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topic while assessors observe and evaluate according to pre

defined criteria. The students mayor may not be asked to

assume a particular role within the group. The assessors do

not enter into the discussion; their role is strictly to

observe.

As PLA has evolved over the last decade. so has the

methods of assessment for gathering information on a student's

prior learning. In recent years, there has been a trend

towards "portfolio-assisted assessment" as a means of fairly

evaluating a student's prior learning. With this approach,

the student is responsible for compiling a portfolio for

assessment. During the assessment, any content that is

lacking can be further assessed through anyone or combination

of the other methods discussed above.

Whatever method (5) chosen by the post secondary

institution to assess prior non-credit learning, preparing

their prior learning for assessment and accreditation becomes

a rigorous process for the adult learner.

IlISue8 with Prior Learning Assess.ent

The intrOduction of PLA into higher education has not

been a smooth process. with it, has been concerns and

misgivings that educational standards will be jeopardized as

credit is awarded for almost anything. Many of the opponents

of PLA have described it as a means of quickly obtaining

academic credentials without having to enrol in all required
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proqram courses. However, proponents of PLA have argued that

if it is done systematically and correctly, standards will be

upheld and learning outcomes equivalent to those of students

who have taken the course work.

According to strange in Lalldin at al (1992: 51), "one ot.

the most frequent charges is that the evaluation or

experiential learning, especi~lly PLA, will cheapen the

degree." The argument being that standards will drop, non

academic evaluators will tarnish the reputation of academic

decisions and that the possession of practical skills will

replace theory. However, strange argues that because Faculty

set the standards, if they continue to employ them for the PLA

student, then standards will not be lowered. In reality,

Faculty can be as stringent as they like to insure the

outcomes of the course, for which the student 1s seeking prior

learning credit, have been met.

Another issue raised by opponents of PLA is that

theoretical knowledge will be replaced by practical skills.

That is, credit will be awarded for having an experience and

not for the learning itself. However, strange argues that in

traditional learning, too much emphasis is on theory, whereas,

with experiential learning, there is a balance of theory and

practical which is a more appropriate outcome (Lamdin et aI,

1991: 52). Ironically, when references are completed on

graduates, the reference is often made on the performance of

the student and not academic achievement.
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The issue of job loss is another major concern,

especially among Faculty. According to strange, "an argument

often offered by Faculty against the formal recognition of

experiential lE'!arning is that assessment of experiential

learning programs reduce the need for Faculty" (Lamdin et aI,

1991: 52). The fear among FaCUlty is that as institutions

award credit for prior learning, there will be fewer students

taking courses. However, in response, Strange argues that

"every institution which has wholeheartedly recognized the

validity of experiential learning, and developed an effective

program for implementing its evaluation, has significantly

increased its enrolment and the demand for Faculty" (p. 52).

Students receiving exemption/advanced standing through PLA,

often enter programs in the second semester and beyond, when

enrolments have dropped drastically due to drop out and

termination. As a result, enrolments are actually increased

in those semesters, necessitating the need for FaCUlty.

According tr:. Baker (1984: 12) "the adoption of credit for

prior learning might increase the number of teaching jobs, if

more adult students are encouraged to register in univers:'ty

by the availability of credit for what they already know."

Another common concern with PLA is the cost factor

assooiated with it; that PLA will prove to be too costly.

Once again, strange (Lamdin et aI, 1991: 54) argued that if

need be, institutions can charge what it costs to administer

PLA; "people are willing to pay for saving time and tuition
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dollars." A second argument that he offered is that PLA

programs can make money for an institution, as long as

students are taught in groups, how to pull together their

prior learning documentation, as taking an individualized

approach ....ould increase costs.

Another argument against the charge that PLA is costly,

is that it can be used as a recruitment tool, increasing

enrolments, thus increasing tui ticn intake. Ironically,

according to Peruniak, (1991: 12) "however, we now have the

situation where a government such as in Britain, possibly to

a lesser extent in Quebec and British Columbia, have

expropriated PLA procedures as part, albeit a minor part, of

a strategy for solvioq economic and manpower problems."

In the province of Ontario, the provincial government has

taken an initiative to implement PIA province-wide. A study

on the economics of PIA contained the following, "assuming

prior learning assessment applicants have a similar success

rate in obtaining credits as 'regUlar' learners, it would cost

twice as much to obtain an equivalent number of credits

through enrolment in courses than through pr ior learning

assessment" (Ontario Council of Regents for the Collegea of

Applied Arts and Technology, 1992: 48).

Another contentious issue among opponents of PLA is the

fact that credit is given for experience and not for learning.

Critics argued that adults are awarded credit just for Ubeing

somewhere or doing something,n or as discussed by Knapp and
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Gardnier (1981: 8), "many FaCUlty members feared that students

would be awarded college credit just for living." According

to strange (Lamdin et aI, 1992: 54), this can happen if

institutions lower their standards. It is important that

institutions advertise that they are awarding credit for prior

learning from experience and not for the experience itself.

strange stated, "there is nothing inherent in experiential

learning programs that necessitates a lower set of standards"

(1991: 54). As with traditional learning, institutions are

responsible for setting standards and adhering to them.

Facul ty opponents/critics of PLA have also expressed the

concern that credit for prior learning is not acceptable

because lfthe student did not learn it from me" or "did not

learn it here." Strange argued that opponents will not

overcome this obstacle until they recognize "that we all learn

in a variety of ways, and from a large number of sources"

(1991: 56). But this issue was an issue long before PJ..A

emerged.

standards for Assessing Learning

In an attempt to guide personnel in decision-making and

possibly overcome contentious issues, experts in the field of

PLA discuss standards to follow as a means of maintaining

quality control and quality standards.
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In his book, Assessing Learning: standards Princi.e..J,.M...

and Procedures, Urban Whitaker discussed ten standards for

quality assurance in assessing learning for credit. The first

five, described as Academic Standards, are thOSE! directly

related to the assessment process itself. The other five,

termed the Administrative Standards, are those related to the

administrative context in which the assessment and award of

credit should occur.

These ten standards have become very well known among PLA

personnel; so much so, they are referred to quite frequently

in the PLA literature. These standards are often used by post

secondary institutions as a basis for formulating PLA pollcy.

According to Whitaker, "the first requirement for quality

assurance in the assessment of learning is the identification

of some rUles for describing acceptable outcomes." Thus

Whitaker's ten well-known standards are written below with a

brief explanation of each.

Academic Standards

1. Credit should be awarded only for learning, not for

experience (Whitaker, 1989: 10).

Whitaker described this standard as the most important,

yet the most frequently violated. He explained that no

experience is the same for all participants, therefore it is

the learning from the experience that should be given the

recognition. (Whitaker, 1992, CAEL conference).
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Whitaker ....rote: "some clear negative rules emerge: seat

time, hours on the job, and life experience should not be

calculated in assessing learning. They may be effective

educational inputs, but tbey don't guarantee credible learning

outcomes" (1999: 11). Evans (1992: 80) stated "the! insistence

throughout must be that the experience of a student is

significant only as a source of the learning. II

For the student, the challenge begins with the breakdown

of past experiences to identify the learning that has

occurred. A portfolio development course or assistance of

keen Faculty, makes this identification easier.

2. College credit should be awarded only for college-level

learning (p. 11).

According to Whitaker, "in any case there are two

questions that must be answered before college credit should

be awarded: is the SUbject matter appropriate for credit at

the college level and is the learner's competence in the

SUbject sufficient for college level credit?" (p. 12).

Whitaker elaborated further, saying that answering these

questions is difficult and this ends up being a "judgement

call." He went on to say that application of standards three,

four and five help to insure the quality assurance.

Smith and McCormick (1992) said college-level learning

"is generalizable, conceptual, and contains an appropriate mix

of theoretical and practical knowledge" (p. 22-23). Tate

(1983) said "though college-level learning is difficult to
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define, most Faculty have little difficulty in recognizing it

when they see it, regardless of the circumstances under which

it was gained" (p. 62).

Although adults will identify much learning from their

many experiences. the key is to assist the student in

identifying which learning is college-level and which is not.

3. credit should be awarded only for learning that has a

balance, appropriate to the SUbject, between theory and

practical application (p. 13).

Whitaker stated that a common complaint of traditional

learners is that they may be strong in theory but weak in

practice. On the contrary, a common complaint about

experiential learners is that they "can do something" but

cannot explain the how or why because they have flat mastered

the theory. Thus the argument and the need for this third

standard; when assessing prior learning, the assessor must

look for an appropriate balance in theory and practice.

(However, depending on the situation, a practical component

may not exist, such as in the assessment of a student' s

ability to recall history) .

Whitaker contended, "a common test is Whether the

learning is transferable to other contexts than that of the

specific learning environment" (p. 13). If so, then the

learning is the same as that ot the traditional student who

would be taught to apply the knowledge in more than one

situation.
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4. The determination of competence levels and of credit awards

must be made by appropriate sUbject matter and academic

experts (p. 15).

According to Whitaker, there should be two kinds of

expertise when making decisions about credit. One being

content expertise, to determine how much the learner knows and

how well; and the other being "academic expertise: given the

extent and quality of the learning, is college credit

appropriate, and if so, how much, in what sUbject(s), at what

level, and with or without the completion of additional

learning." Whitaker elaborated that ideally one person will

possess both, thus being able to make both decisions. When

appropriate, this expert should be from the Faculty, except in

circumstances that may warrant the consultation of outside

expertise such as to preserve quality assurance While

extending the institution's flexibility (p. 15).

5. Credit should be appropriate to the academic context in

which it is accepted (p. 15).

This standard is self-explanatory. Whitaker was implying

here that a student who is challenging against a "history"

credit obviously has to use a knowledge of history from which

to base a case. In other words, discussing a knowledge of

"welding" or "poetry" will not suffice in this case.
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A4ainistrative Standards

6. Credit awards and their transcript entries should be

monitored to avoid giving credit twice for the same learning

(p. 16).

According to whitaker, this becomes simple

administrative task, "however, it may require academic

judgement in cases where the relationships of the subject

matter are complex or ,"'here eredi ted learning has not been

adequately described or clearly labelled" (p. 16). As with

transcripting traditional learning, the practice needs to be

clearly monitored to avoid duplication.

7. Policies and procedures applied to assessment, including

provision for appeal, should be fully disclosed and

prominently available (p. 17).

According to Whitaker, every effort should be made to

advertise the rules applied to assessing learning. He said

that "it is important that the rules be comprehensive,

explicit, and accessible ... " and that "every caution shoUld

be taken to avoid lniSl..~ading statements that encourage

unrealistic expectations" (p. 17). Experiential learning

programs can be confusing to newcomers; it is important that

the institution emphasizes that the award of credit is for

learning from prior experiences and not for the experiences

themselves.

8. Fees charged for assessment should be based on the services

performed in the process and not determined by the amount of
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credit awarded (p. 17).

According to Whitaker, the cost of a traditional course

is the same whether the student passes and receives credit or

fails and does not receive credit. Therefore, the same should

apply for experiential learning. He stated that "fees do vary

as the amount of credit 8t:tempted varies. But fees must not be

based solely on the amount of credit awarded" (p 17).

9. All personnel involved in the assessment of learning should

receive adequate training for the functions they perform, and

there should be provisions for their continued professional

development (p. 17).

Whitaker stated that "this standard is as badly needed

for classroom teachers and assessors as it is for experiential

learning personnel." He elaborated that even those who are

experts in assessment of classroom learning, it is essential

that they be provided professional deve:lopment in any

experiential learning assessment they are involved in (p. 18).

As with anything, the success of PLl\ can only be attributed to

those Who are directly involved with its administration.

10. Assessment programs should be monitored, reviewed,

evaluated, and revised as needed to reflect changes in the

needs being served and in the state of the assessment arts (p.

18) •

Again, as with anything in education, evaluation should

be an ongoing process. Whitaker discussed how local

evaluation can take many forms, and there are other outside
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national agencies that can assist in monitoring programs and

assuring quality (p. 18).

SWIlIIary

There have been many challenges faced by the education

system in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. with

government cutbacks, closure of businesses and a continued

moratorium on the cod fishery, more and more adults are

joining thousands of other Newfoundlanders and Labradorians

who have been forced to turn to government assistance. As a

result, temporary unemployment insurance benefits have become

the main source of income for many famil.i.es in Newfoundland

and Labrador. For most of these adults, training or

retraining is the only viable option to take advantage of the

new opportunities in the new economy.

As a result, the introduction of PLA could not be more

timely for this province. Assuming that most or all of these

adults possess a wealth of experiences, such a formalized

system has enabled adult educators to assist adults to

articulate and document the learning that has resulted from

these experiences.

The variety of methods used in the assessment of pr lor

learning would allow educators to individualize assessment

according to the learners needs. The development of a

portfolio would be an excellent tool for the student who is

uncertain of what opportunities are available and not ready to
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start writing examinations. Whereas, challenge examinations

could be administered to the learner IoIhe feels more

comfortable with that type of assessment. Wnatever method(s)

used, the adult client must be treated with fairness while

program standards are maintained.

Because Cabot College has taken a lead role in research,

development and implementation of PLA. the opportunity is

there for Cabot College to continue to build upon, and other

post secondary institutions in this province to learn from,

the Cabot eKper lence.



Chapter III

De.iliD of the Study

Ibtroductioll

This study attempted to ascertain the knowledge,

attitudes and potential benefits of PLA, as perceived by

Management and full-time Faculty of Cabot College. The review

of the literature did not provide sufficient inforMation to

respond to all of the questions put forth in this research.

Also, the literature did not reveal an instrument appropriate

for such research; consequently, an appropriate instrument was

devised. This chapter explains the procedure that was

followed to accomplish these tasks, the population used in the

research and the methods used to analyze the data to arrive at

meaningful conclusions.

population and Snple

The population for this study was Management and Faculty

from Cabot college during the spring semester, 1994. The

Management at Cabot College was divided into academic and

administrative personnel. For the purposes of this study,

those from Academic Management only (see Table 3-1), which

represented 17 personnel inclUding the Director of Programs

and Academic services, the six Deans from the two divisions

and four faculties, the Registrar, eight Managers and

Campus Director, were chosen for this research. However, one

Academic manager I Manager of Computing Resources, was not

included in this research because his role is non-academic.
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Table 3-1: Academic Management at Cabot College

Third-levllIl mana ement

Oirector of Programs and
Academic Sarv ices

Dean, Facultv of Buslness

Dean, Faclllty of Engineering
TechnologYI Campue Director,
Er'JineeJ:'ing Technology CentJ:'e

Dean, Faculty of MSdical
Sciences I
Campus Director, Topsail Road
CamDue

Manager, Technology Programs
Manager, Trades Programs
Manager, Seal Cove Campus
Mana.';~r, com utin Resources

Dean, Oivision of Student Regietrar
Slu:vicBlI

Dean, Divilian of Continuing Hanagllr, Contract Training
Education ManaQar, Evening and Exten!;lion

Dean, Faculty of Community Manager, Adult Basic Education
Educat:ion and Applied Artsl Managllr, Community Education
CampuB Director, Parade
Street Campus

Campus Director, Bell Island

The number of full-time FacUlty at Cabot College during

the spring 1994 was 236, however, 15 of those were considered

"non-teaching" FaCUlty belonging to the Divisions of

continuing Education and Student Services. These Faculty did

not have teaching responsibilities, th~l:.·cfore were not

inclUded in this study, leaving a total of 221 full-time

FaCUlty as the population. They were associated with the

faculties of Business and Applied Arts, Community Education,

Engineering Technology and Medical Sciences at Cabot college

for the Spring semester, 1994 (See Table 3-2). In order to

identify the members of this popUlation, a list of Faculty was

obtained from the Human Resources Department at Cabot College.
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Table 3-2: Full-time Faculty at Cabot college, spring 1994

Total number of Percentage of
Fsculty/Oivision tUll-time total

hculty population

Bu.inesB lind Applied Artl " 16.5

Community Education

Engineering Technology 71 32.7

Medical Scianc(,8 24.1

Continuin Education 13 5.5

Student Service.

Total 236 100.00

Type of Instrument

A questionnaire was used to gather data for this study

(Appendices A and B). Kidder and Judd (1986: 222) discussed

four advantages to using a questionnaire: The first they

described as low cost, saying "written questionnaires are the

least-expensive means of data gathering, and cost is not a

trivial consideration. II

The second advantage Kidder and Judd cited was that the

questionnaire method eliminates interviewer bias, "research

has shown that the way the interviewer asks questions and even

the interviewer's general appearance or vocal qualities may

influence respondents' answers."

A third advantage they cited was that "written

questionnaires may place less pressure for immediate response

on the SUbject" especially on questions that may be

attitudinal-type.
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A fourth ~dvantage cited by Kidder and Judd was that

"written questionnaires are sometimes credited with another

advantage - ':i'lving respondents a qreater feeling of anonymity

and therefore encouraging open responses to sensitive

questions. n

The questionnaire used in this stUdy was designed to

ga~her all necessary information and avoid asking questions

that would generate unnecessary information. The items were

carefully designed to be as clear and concise as possible.

The questionnaire was divided into four pCirts: parts A -

D. The first three parts focused on statements specific to

PLA and elicited responses through the use of yes and no

answers and a Likert-type scale. This type of scale is

frequently used to measure an individual's attitude toward a

particular subject/practice (Borg and Gall, 1989: 311). The

scale used was a five-point scale, with respondents asked to

make a choice: SA (strongly agree), A (agree), U (Undecided),

o (disagrl!e), or SO (strongly disagree). According to Kidder

and Judd (1986: 210) "summated scales of the form developed by

Likert (1932) are the most widely used in the social sciences

today. "

Part A of the questionnaire consisted of general

information on PLA and asked respondents to indicate their

level of agreement with six statements. A seventh item asked

respondents to indicate from a list of 12 non-college learning

activities, which they felt could result in learning that
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could be equivalent to t.hat taught in college courses.

Part B of the questionnaire consisted of six items, each

dealing with a specific method of ass8ssinq prior learning.

Each of the six items consisted of three parts, eliciting the

following information: was the asseSSlllent method used in the

past, did participants feel it should be used/w(;Uld be willing

to use it in the future, and what respondents felt should be

the PilSS mark for the particular method.

Part C of the questionnaire dealt with administrative

issues and consisted of five items. The first auked

respondents to select from a list of choices, who they felt

should makQ the dQclsion to award credit for non-credit, prior

learning. The second question provided a list of choices and

asked respondents how they felt credit for non-credit learning

should be recorded on the student's transcript. The third

question asked respondents to select from a list of choices,

what they telt should be the Ilaximum amount of credit awarded

to a student for non-credit prior learning. Item four asked

for level of lIgreeJllent regarding PLA being beneficial to

students at any post secondary institution, and item five

requested respondents to indicate their level of agreement

regarding PLA being beneficial to Cabot College.

A second part to each of these last two questions asked

those who strongly agreed or agreed, to indicate what they see

as benefits. The questionnaire sent to Management included a

third part to these last two questions, asking those Who
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strongly disagreed or disagreed, to explain why.

The last part of the questionnaire, Part 0, obtained

background information an the respondents, using a checklist

type of format to elicit responses. On the Faculty

questionnaire, respondents were asked to identify their age,

gender, associated Faculty/Division of cabot college, highest

level of post secondary education and the number of years

teaching at the post secondary level. To ensure

confidentiality, part 0 on the questionnaire sent to

Management differed slightly. Due to small numbers of

Management in some faculties they were not asked to identify

which FaCUlty/Division of the college they worked at the time.

However, they were asked the number of years experience they

had as an administrator at the post secondary level.

procedure

The following steps were taken in order to carry out this

research at cabot College:

1. A letter was submitted to ·the Pre!:lident of Cabot college

(Appendix C). This letter briefly discussed the purpose

of the stUdy and asked for permission to proceed, using

the college internal mail system to expedite the process.

2. Upon approval of the President, a letter was sent to the

Deans at Cabot College whose Faculty were involved in the

study (Appendix C). This letter briefly discussed the

purpose of the stUdy and asked for their cooperation and
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The Deans were asked to coordinate the

distribution ot the surveys and follow-up letters to the

Faculty in their respective areas.

J. A pretest of the questionnaire was carried out to refine

and validate the questionnaire and locate any ambiguities

that may exist. This step allowed for revision and

retesting of items, until all items were phrased to be

easily understood. Fifteen full-time FaCUlty and two

Academic Management were selected from the pOpulation and

asked to participate in the pretest.

4. The questionnaire was distributed the end of May, 1994 to

Academic Management and full-time FaCUlty. The

questionnaire was accoJllpanied by a cover letter that

briefly explained the purpose of the study and asked the

participants ror their cooperation and support in

completing the questionnaire (Appendices A and B).

S. One week after the questionnaire was distributed, a

letter ot rellinder was distributed to all Academic

Management and Faculty in the study, thanking them for

th~ir participation and reminding theIR to complete and

submit the questionnaire if they had not already done so

(Appendix C).

6. One week after the first follow-up letter, a second

tollow-up letter ....as distributed only to those ....ho had

not returned their questionnaire (Appendix C). This

letter included an extra copy of the questionnaire in
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case the participant had misplaced the original.

Data ~nalysis

Using the computer statistical analysis program SPSS

(No"(''Gsis, 1990) frequencies and means ...'ere used to determine

the correlation between the independent variables and the

dependent variables. Independent variables included age,

gender, Faculty/Division associated with at Cabot College,

highest level of postsecondary education, number of years

teaching experience, and the number of years experience as an

administrator at the post secondary level. Dependent

variables included attitudes toward learning from life and

work experience, past use of six assessment methods,

willingness to use the six assessment methods, perceptions

regarding pass mark for each assessment method, perceptions

regarding who should make the decision to award credit,

perceptions regarding how PLA should be recorded on the

transcript, perceptions regarding the maximum amount of credit

that should be awarded for PLA, and perceptions regarding the

benefits of PLA for Cabot College and students. Analysis of

variance and Chi-Square were used in the analysis of .the data,

but no significant differences were noted between the

dependent and independent variables.

According to Babbie (1979: 129) "reliability is a matter

of whether a particular technique, applied repeatedly to the
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same objects, would yield the same results each time." For

this research, to ensure reliability. the survey asked about

information the respondents were likely to know the answer to,

or express no opinion.

Upon completion of the first draft of the questionnaire,

a pretest was conducted to determine reliability of the survey

instrument. The questionnaire was administered to 15 fu11

time Faculty and two Academic Hanagement to determine if

problems existed with language or if there was possible

ambiguity. With most Faculty leaving for summer vacation

within two weeks, once all feedback was received from the

FaCUlty pre-test, the survey was sent via the internal mail at

Cabot college.

Babble (1979: 132) states "validity refers to the extent

to which an empirical measure adequately reflects the reill

meaning of the concept under consideration." In preparing the

instrument for this study, an extensive lite ....ature revie..... wa~

conducted. The initial questionnaire was designed, and

reviewed by three university professors and two PLA

practitioners in Ontario. The questionnaire WtlS also reviewed

by FaCUlty and staff at Cabot College who have been directly

or indirectly involved with PLA. A pilot study was then

carried out as discussed on the previous pages.
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Ir.nalysis of the Oata

Data for this study were collected using questionnaires

which were facilitated through the internal mail at Cabot

College. These questionnaires were sent to 221 fUll-time

racul ty and 1.6 Academic Management, who were teaching!

administering in the spring of 1994. Thirteen of the 16

Academic Management (81t), hereafter referred to

Management, and 115 ?f ,the 221 full-time Faculty (52.0t),

hereafter referred to as Faculty, returned completed

questionnaires. This high rate of return from Management was

not surprising considering they have been exposed to PLA on

several occasions through presentations and policy

discussions. each time expressing interest. The lower return

rate for Faculty was understandable, considering the fact that

they have not received the same exposure to the concept of PLA

as Management and they were in the process of concluding the

year's normal activities.

As outlined in the data in Table 4-1, a majority of the

raspondents were over 40 years of age (67.0% of Faculty and

76.9% of Management). Within each group, there were more male

respondents than female (56.S\ Faculty and 61.5\ Management).
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Table 4-1: Age and Gender of Respondents

Hanaoement.

Varl.able

1. Age

toIl.sol.no cases:

2.Gender """""-----I--"-"'-+---''''-+--'~+_--~

Hissing cases:

Among faculty, the largest response was from the Faculty

of Engineering Technology (see Table 4-2 for tabulation of

this data). However, this was expected as this faculty

accounted for a large number of full-time faculty during the

spring 1994.

Table 4-2: Associated FaCUlty/Division of Faculty Respondents

Faculty

Faculty/Division

CO!Ml\lnit .. Ed\lcation

En ineerinn Technolonv

Medical Sciences

Missing cases

22.6..
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A.onq faculty, 48.7' have at least a Bachelor's degree;

and 23.5' have at least a Kaster's Degree. within aanage=ent,

formal qualifications fared sOllewhat higher with 23.1' having

at least a Hachelor's degree and 61.5\ having at least ill

Master's degree (see Table 4-3 for tabulation of these

findings). Responses to other for facUlty included "almost

completed

Certification. II

Bachelors Degree" and "Professional

Table 4-): Highest Level of Post Secondary Education

FaC\llt

Level of pollr;
.eeond.r educ.tion

cert.ifieate

Hillsing casell

3.S

56

The number of years of teaching experience was similar

among faculty e.nd management. Of the faCUlty, 46.9', and

55.5\ of management have between 11-20 years of teaching

experience. Regarding administrative experience, 66.7' of

lIlanagement have between 11-20 years of experience as an



administrator at the post secondary level. (See Table 4-. lor

tabulation of these findings).

Table 4-4: Number of Years Teaching/Administering at the Post

Secondary Level

"acultv

!fllmbet' of

Teachin

Adminilltlitt'inCl

0-10

11-20

0-10

46.9

33.3

55.S

)].2

In order to obtain the perceptions of faculty lind

Illanagement regarding PLA, a number of questions were

formulated. Findings of the study are presented below using

the research questions as a forllat for the discussion.

Perceptions Regarding Loarning

Question 1: What are the percepti.ons of faculty and management

at Cabot college regarding learning from past work and life

experiences?
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The questionna ire attempted to determine the level of

agreement among faculty and management with the following six

statements:

(a) people may learn from life experiences;

(b) some knowledge gained from life experiences can be

equivalent to that taught in college courses;

(c) some skills gained from lite experiences can be equivalent

to those taught in college courses;

Cd) people may learn from work experiences;

(e) some knowledge gained from work experiences can be

equivalent to that taught in college courses; and

efl some skills gained from work experiences can be equivalent

to those taught in college courses.

Participants were asked to indicate their level of

agreement using the Likert-type scale as discussed previously.

Tables 4-5 to 4-10 show the results of these findings. All

percentages arE'. based on the number of respondents to the

particular item.
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People May Learn from Life Experiences

Of the 114 faculty who responded to this item, two

thirds (64.0%) strongly agreed that people learn from life

experiences. None of the respondents were undecided or

disagreed. Of the 13 management who responded, the findings

were fairly consistent; 69.2% strongly agreed and 30.8%

agreed. There were none undecided or disagreed. Table 4-5

tabulates these results.

Table 4-5: People May Learn from Life Experiences

Fac... lt

Agree

Undecided

Di6aaree

Strongly
disa ree

Hissing

41 30.8
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80me lI:novledqe Gained from Life Experiences can be EquiValent

to that Taught in College Courses

The findings on this item were even more consistent among

the groups; 30.7% of faculty and 30.8' of management strongly

agreed with this statement, and 59.8t of faculty and

61.5% of management agreed. Almost eight percent of faculty

were undecided; 2.6' of faculty and 7.7\ of management

disagreed with this statement (see Table 4-6 for tabulation of

this data).

Table 4-6: Some Knowledge Gained from Life Experiences can be

Equivalent to that Taught in College Courses

Fac... lt

Level of
aqreement

3S

Missing
easel
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Somo skills Gained from Lit. Experiences can be Equivalent to

fhgse Taught in CoUege Courses

The findings on this item varied somell/hat between the

groups; 40.4' of faculty and 53.8\ of management strongly

agreed; 49.1\ of faculty and 38.5' of management agreed, and

a small percentage, 3.5% of faculty and 7.1\ of management

disagreed. Table 4-7 tabulates these findings.

Table 4-7: Some Skills Gained from Life Experiences can be

Equivalent to Those Taught in College Courses

Faculty

Level of
a resment

St.rongly
anree

Agree

Diea ree

strongly
disaoree

Missing
cases

46
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People lIlay Learn from Work EXperience!!

ot the 114 faculty that responded to this item, a

majority (74.64) strongly agreed and 25.4\ agreed, which was

consistent with management, at 76.9\ and 23.1\ respectively.

tleither qrc;>.lp ....as undecided or disagreed with this stateraent

(see Table 4-8 for tabulation of this datal.

Table 4-8: People may Learn from Work Experience:>

Lllvolof
aQreecnent

i'\qree

.1!!.8'\ tee

Str<>nqly
dl.aq~ee

16.9 10
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Some Knowledge Gained from Work Experiences can be Eguivalent:

to that Taught in College Courses

Among faculty, 39.5% strongly agreed, whereas a larger

percentage, 52.6% agreed with the above statement. A small

number of faculty were undecided or disagreed. For

management, more strongly agreed than agreed (at 53. 8~ and

46.2% respectively). No one from management was undecided or

disagreed with the statement.- Table 4-9 tabulates the results

of these findings.

Table 4-9: Some Knowledge Gained from Work Experiences can be

Equivalent to that Taught in College Courses

Level of
II reernent

39.5

I\crree

Undecided

Disacree

Stronqiy
di.sa ree

Missillq
cases

6.1

60
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some skills Gained from Work Experiences can be Eguivalent to

those Taught in College courses

Compared to previous statements, the percentage of those

who strongly agreed, increased with this statement, with just

under half (49.1%) of faculty and well over half (61,5%) of

management who strongly agreed and 47.4% of faculty and 38.5%

of management who agreed. A small lJercentage of both was

undecided or disagreed (see Table 4-10 for a tabulation of

this data) .

Table 4-10: Some Skills Gained from work Experiences can be

Equivalent to those Taught in College Courses

Fac:ultv

Level of
II reoment

Strongly

2.'
D111110ree

Strongly
diBaQree

/oI1801n9
caoes



Non-college Learninc; Activities

Question 2: Which non-college learning activities did faculty

and management feel can result in knowledge and/or skills

equivalent to that taught in college courses?

Faculty and management were asked to select, from a list

of 12 choices, the activities that they felt can result in

knowledge and/or skills equivalent to that taught ill college

courses. Table 4-11 tabulates their responses.

Table 4-11: ".ctivities that can Result in Knowledge and 'or

Skills Equivalent to College Courses

Faculty

Act1.v1.tv

58.3

Conference 55.7

Workshop

Independent read!.n'" 57.4

Correspondence course

Communitu work 47.8

Travel 41.0

Recreation and hObbies

Management

"

Work eXnPrience

Fam1.l life ex~er1.encp.s

volunteer work

87.8

60.9

'" 100.0

84.6

lJ

u
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Work experience was the activity that was chosen the

most, by 87.8% of faculty and loot of management. The

second-most popular choice for faculty was correspondence

courses, chosen by 77.4%. correspondence courses, seminars

and workshops were the second-most popular choices of

management, chosen by 92.3%. Less than 50\ of faculty felt

community work (47.8%), travel (47%) and recreation and

hobbies (48.7\) can result in knowledge and/or skills

equivalent to that taught in college courses.

The least popular activity, that is the activity chosen

by the least number of faculty, was family life experiences

(43.5%) whereas travel was chosen least by management at

61.5%.

The activity showing least consistency among the groups

choices was seminars, with just over half of faculty (58.3%)

and a majority of management (n,n) choosing this activity.

The activity showing most consistency among the groups choices

was work experience, with 87,8% of faCUlty and 100% of

management indicating they felt that this activity can result

in knowledge and/or skills equivalent to those taught in

college cour5es.
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The pre-test of this questionnaire resulted in a slight

wording change in this item. On the faculty questionnaire,

the question rend as follows:

"Of the following list of non-college learning

activities. which do you feel can result in knowledge

and/or sktlls equivalent to that taught in college

courses? Please check the appropriate box (es) ."

On the management survey, this question was reworded as

follows:

"0f the following list of non-college learning

activities, which do you feel can result in 90me of the

knowledge and/or skills equivalent to that taught in

college courses? Please check the appropriate box(es)."

The reason for this wording change was that the

researcher received a pre-test back from one of the

management, after the specified return deadline. By this

time, the finalized questionnaire had already gone to all

fUll-time faculty because of time constraints. However, there

was still time to make this change to the questionnaire sent

to management and the researcher felt it was worth making this

change lind comparing the results with this in mind.
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However, the addition of "some of the" may have been the

reason why each of the 12 non-college learning activities were

chosen, on average, by approximately 22% more of management

than faculty.

Past Practices of prior Learning ""ugment

Question 3: What are the past practices of faculty and

management regarding methods of assessing prior, non-credit

learning, and what methods do they feel should be used/would

be willing to use?

Each of the six questions regarding methods asked faCUlty

to indicate if they have (or have not) used that particular

method in the past to assess non-credit prior learning, or if

it has not been applicable to their work.

A second part to each question asked respondents if they

would use that type of assessment method, or felt it should be

used, on a scale of SA (strongly agree), A (agree), U

(undecided), 0 (disagree), SO (strongly disagree).

Part C of each question asked those who agreed

strongly agreed with the second part, to indicate if they felt

the pass mark for that particular method should be higher, the

same, or lower than the pass mark for the course. Results of

the findings an! discussed below and details are summarized in

Tables 4-12 to 4-29. All percentages are based on the number

of respondents to the particulal item.
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Past practice/Willing to Practice

Challenge Examination.

Results of the data revealed that in the past, 25\ of

faculty have administered a challenge examination to assess

non-credit prior learning, whereas almost twice as many

management (46.2%) indicated they have. (See Table 4-12 for a

tabulation of this data) .

Table 4-12: Past Use of Challenge Examination

Not
applicable

Hissing

Facult

61

HanaQement

46.2

30.8
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When asked if they would be willing to use this method,

88.5% of faculty and 92.H of management either strongly

agreed or agreed. A small percentage of each group disagreed,

and a small percentage of faculty was undecided. See Table 4

13 for a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-13: Willing to Use Challenge Examination

Willing to

Strongly
anree

Aoree

Undecided

Disaaree

Strongly
disa ree

Hissing

JJ.J

6.'

38

63

5J.8
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Challenge Enay.

The use of a challenge essay in the past, to assess non

credit prior learning, differed a.ong both groups. Whereas,

only 8.9\ of faculty indicated they have used this method,

38.4-1: of management indicated they have. Allllost one-third of

each group, 27." of faculty and 30.S' of management indicated

this type of aSSO£lsment is not applicable to their situation.

A big difference was noted in the percentage of those who have

not used this lnethod at all, 30.8t of management and twice as

many faculty, 63.4'. See Table 4-14 for a tabulation of these

findings.

Table 4-14: Past Use of Challenge Essay

F.c\llt~

8.'

31

Mi.sing

Man."ement

30.8
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When asked it they would be willing to use this method to

assess non-credit. prior learning. only 50.9' of faculty,

compared to 84.6' of management indicated that they would.

Only 15.4\ of management were undecided and none disaqrQed,

whereas almost half of faculty (49.1t) either strongly

disagreed, disagreed, were undecided or felt it was not

applicable to their situation. (See Table 4-15 for a

tabulation of this data) .

Table 4-15: Willing to Use Challenge Essay

Faclilty

Willing to

StE"onqly
" ree

Undecided

Strongly
diaaQree

'0'applicable

36.6

17.0 19

38.S

15.4
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pocumentation.

The use of documentation to assess non-credit prior

learning has been common among both groups with 46\ of faculty

and 61.5\ of management indicating they have used this method

in the past. A small percentage of each, 16.2% of faculty and

23.1% of management, indicated they felt this method was not

applicable to their situation (see Table 4-16) .

Table 4-16: Past Use of Documentation

46.0

37.8

'0'Blllllicable

MiBBing
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The percentage of faculty and management willing t.o use

documentation to <:lssess prior le<:lrning was very high with

80.7% of faculty aneJ 92.3% of management strongly agreeing or

agreeing. A small percentage of faculty (19.3\) eit.her

disagreed, strongly disagreed, were undecided or felt it was

not applicable to their situat.ion. Table 4-17 tabulates these

findings.

Table 4-17: Willing to Use Documentation

Undecided

Oiea rev

Strongly
di"aQ~eQ

Miueing
cases

Faculty

,..
1.8

Mana emant
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Performance Evaluat12n.

The use of a performance evaluation in the past to assess

prior, non-credit learning has not been very common with only

2J.2t of faculty and 38.5%: of management indicating its past

Over half of faculty (58.0%) and 30.8% of management

indicated they have not used this method in the past to assess

prior, non-credit learning. See Table 4-18 for a tabulation of

this data.

Table 4-18: Past Use of Performance Evaluation

Faculty

38.5

Not 18.8
a licable

Missing
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Despite its low popularity in the past, a much larger

percentage, 78.1% of faculty and 92.4% of management,

indicated they would be willing to use ;0 performance

evaluation to assess prior, non-credit learning. Almost one-

quarter of faculty (21.9%) were undecided, disagreed, strongly

disagreed or felt it was not applicable to their situation.

See Table 4-19 for a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-19: Willing to Use Performance Evaluation

Facultv

Willing to

I'Igrse

Undeeided

6.1

'0'aoolicable

Hissing
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Simulation.

Use of this method of assessment in the past has been

even less popUlar than a performance evaluation, with only

12.61: of faculty and 23.1t of management indicating its past

Almost one-quarter of faculty (24.3%) and 38.5% of

management felt it was not applicable to their situation. See

Tabl« 4-20 for a tabulation of these findings.

Table 4-20: Past Use of Simulation

""'applicable

Hteatng
caGes

24.3 27
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However, a qreater percentage of each group indicated

they would be willing to use simulation, especially those from

Management (lOOt). Among Faculty, 62.5% indicated they would

be willing to use this method to assess prior, non-credit

learning. A little over one-third of Faculty (37. 5t) were

either undecided, strongly disagreed, disagreed or felt it was

not appl lcable to their s1 tuation _ See Table 4-21 for a

tabulation ot this data.

Table 4-21: Willing to Use simulation

Facult"

Willing to

Agree

Undecided

Disaoree

StJ::ongly
disll ree

~~~licable

2.7

13
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~.

The result::. of the data revealed that this method of

assessing pr lor, non-credit learning has also been used

minimally. Few faculty, 12.6\, and only 23.1% of management

have used an interview in the past and 19.8% of faculty and

38.5% of management indicated they felt it was not ilpplicable

to their situation. This data is tabulated in T.;!ble 4-22.

Table 4-22: Past Use of Interview

'0'applicable

HiBBing
eilBeo

38.:;
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However, a greater percentage ot each group indicated

they would be "'illing to use this method, 40.2\ of Faculty and

77.0\ of Managellent. Almost one-quarter of FaCUlty (23.2\)

was undecided (see Table 4-23 for a tabulation of this data).

Table 4-23: Willing to Use Interview

Facultv

Willinq to

Stronqly
IIQree

l\.aree 29.5 33 46.2

23.2 "01.ea ree

Stronqly
dl.aaqcee

'0< 8.0
aDDlicable

K1.8a1.ng
calilee

Overall, the results of this data revealed that the lIlost

common practice in the past for both FaCUlty and Management,

has been to allow students to present pieces of documentation

to assess for possible exemption from a particular college

course, 46' of FaCUlty and 61.5\ of Management respectively.

When asked what methods each group would be willing to Use,

88.6\ of Faculty indicated they would use a challenge

examination to assess prior, non-credit learning, whereas 100\

of Management indicated they felt shlulation should be used.
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The mltthod used least by faculty in the past is the

challenge essay (8.9\), whereas 23.1% of management indicated

that simulation and intervir.w have been used the least. The

method that faculty and management are least willing to use or

feel should be used is the interview, 40.0% and 76.0,"

respectively.

The method showing the largest difference between past

use and willing to use/should be used was the challenge

examination for faculty, 25\ in the past and 88.M: in the

future, and simulation for management, 23.1 in the past and

loot in the future.

The method showing the least difference between past use

and willing to use was the interview for faCUlty, 12.6%, 40%

respectively and documentation for management 61.st, 92.3\

respectively.

with all six methods of assessment, more management than

faculty indicated they have used the method in the past to

assess prior non-credit learning. A possible explanation for

this difference could be that management has performed most of

the assessment in the past, thus the student may not require

any intervention from faCUlty.

The pre-test of this questionnaire also resulted in a

slight wording change in these six items, again for the same

reason as described previously. On the faculty questionnaire,

the questions read as follows:
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"If a student claimed to possess the knowledge and/or

skills taught in a course that I teach, I would be

\<Jil1ing to allow the student to <method> for possible

exemption from the course, if such a college pOlicy

existed. "

On the management questionnaire, this question was

reworded as follows:

"If a student claimed to possess the knOWledge and/or

skills taught in a course, the student should be given

the opportunity to <method> for possible exemption trom

the course, if such a college policy existed and this

type of assessment was suitable to the course."

The addition of "and this type of assessment

suitable to the course" may have been the reason why, on

average, approximately 221&: more management than faculty

indicated they would be willing to use the methods discussed

above, to assess prior learning.

Pass Mark for Assessment.

Finally, each of the six questions on aFsessment methods

also asked those l,4ho strongly agreed or agreed that a

partiCUlar method should be used/willing to use to assess

prior, non-credit learning, what they felt should be the pass

mark. Those Who were undecided or disagreed were instructed

to proceed to the next question, thus accounting for the large
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number of missing cases. All percentages are based on the

number of participants who responded to the item. Discussion

of each method is presented below and results of the data are

summarized in Tables 4-24 to 4-29.

PallS Mark tor Challenge Examination.

with this method of assessment, the responses were fairly

consistent among the groups with 36.1\ of faculty and 33.3\ of

management indicating that the pass mark in a challenge

examination should be higher than the pass mark for the

Approximately two-thirds of each group, 62.9\ of

faculty and 66.7% of management, indicated they felt it should

be the same. A small percentage (1. 0\) of faculty and none

from management felt the pass mark should be lower. See Table

4-24 for a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-24: Pass Mark for Challenge Examination

Facult

PaBs mark compared to
course ss mark

62.9

Missing cases
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Pass Mark for Challenge Essay.

Like the challenge examination, responses to pass mark

for this method were also fairly consistent among the groups

with 43.6% of Faculty and 36.4% of Management indicating that

the pass mark in a challenge essay should be higher than the

pass mark for the course. The remainder, 56.4% of Faculty and

63.6% of Management felt it should be the same with no one

from either group indicating they felt it should be lower.

See Table 4-25 for a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-25: Pass Mark for Challenge Essay

P'aeul1:

Paso mark eocnpared 1:0
eourllB ass mark

Hi.BBing eases

43.6

56.4

24 36.4

63.6
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Pua Hark tor pooumentation.

Responses to this item were also very consistent, with

28.1% of Faculty and 25.0% of Management indicating the pass

mark when assessing documentation, should he h:l.gher than the

pass mark for the course. The remaining three-quarters in

each group indicated they felt it should he the same (71.9% of

Faculty and 75.0% of Management). Again, no one from either

group indicated that it should be lower. The findings of this

data are tabulated in Table 4~26.

Table 4-26: Pass Mark for Document.ation

Facllltv

Pallll mark compared to
COliree t:laee mark

28.1

Hiasing caees 26
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~..f.2£...lUtormanceEvaluation.

Both groups were somewhat consistent in their responses

to this method as well. While 28.7% of Faculty felt the pass

mark for a performance evaluation should be higher than the

pass mark for the course, so did 18.2% of Management; leaving

71.3% of Faculty and 81.8% of Management indicating they felt

it should be the same as the pass mark for the course. Again,

no one from either group indicated they felt the pass mark

should be lower (see Table 4-27 for tabulati.on of this data).

Table 4-27: pass Mark for Performance Evaluation

Pass mark compared to
course DaBe mark

Hiqher

MisBing casee

Facult

25

28

M,

18.2
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PastJ Hark for Simulation.

The responses to this item were also fairly consis·tent

betweer, the groups with 31.9% of Faculty and 25.0% of

Management indicating they felt the pass mark for a simulation

shoulci be higher than the pa!is mark for the course. The

remainder, 68.11 of Faculty and 75.0% of foianagement indicated

they felt it should be the same. As with the other methods

discussed, no one from either group indicated they felt it

should be lower. (Sse Table 4-28 for a tabulation of this

data) .

Table 4-28: Pas;; Mark for simulation

II
Palillil mark comparlild to
COUrlillJ palillil mark

Hi het."

Hililliling caliles

Facultv

31.9

46

25.0
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pass Mark for Interview.

The responses to this method revealed the biggest

difference in opinion between the groups. Whereas J4.1\ cf

faculty indicated that they felt the pass mark in an interview

should be higher than the pass mark for the course, only 11.1\

of management indicated the same. Thus, 65.9\ Of faculty and

88.9:i of management indicated they felt it should be the same

and no-one from either group felt it should be lower than the

pass mark for the course. Table 4-29 tabulates this data.

Table 4-29: Pass Mark for Interview

Pacull:y

P4es mark compared 1:0
course pass nlark

Hinher

Missing cases

65.9

11.1
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Perceptions Regarding Administrative Issues

Question 4: What are the perceptions of faculty and

management regarding the administrative issues of decision

making, transcription and maximum amount of credit awarded?

There were three items on the questionnaire pertaining to

administrative issues: who should make the decision to award

credit, how should PLA credit appear on the transcript, and

the maximum amount of credit award for PLA. Cross tabulations

were also done with the data obtained from these items and

some of the dernogt:aphic information. Results of the findings

arc riiscllssed below and the data are tabula.ted in Tables 4-30

to 4-48. All of the percentages are based on the number of

respondents to the particular item.

Person Is) to pecide on Credit ,"ward

Faculty and management were asked to select from a list

of choices, Who they felt should make the decision regarding

the al·/arding of credit for prior, non-credit learning. Among

the choices were: (a) Dean of the division/faculty; (b)

Faculty teaching the course; (cl Faculty teaching the course

in consultation with the De::l.n; (d) FaCUlty teaching the course

in conSUltation with a person knowleogeable about PLA; ano (e)

other. The responses to this question varied somewhat within

and between the groups. The data are tabulated in Table 4-30.
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Table 4-30: Person(s) to Decide ,;m Credit Award

Klnagement

Pacultv, Dean

Faculty, PLA person

The most common response from faculty WillS "faculty and

Dean" (50.9\), whereas the response chosen most by management

was "other" at 38.5\. Written responses to "other" from

management indicated that all 38.5\ felt the decision to award

credit should be made by the Dean, faculty, and a person

k.nowledgeable about PLA. Among the very small percentage of

faculty who indicated "other" (7.0\1, half felt the decision

should be made by the "Dean, faculty and person knowledgeable

about PLA". Others indicated: "a faculty person teaching the

course who is knowledgeable about PLA"; "faculty teaching the

course, the Registrar and a person knowledgeable about PLAtt;

"faculty teaching the course, a person knowledgeable about PLA

with the Manager's approval"; and "the Dean and Registrar".

Very few (l.st of faCUlty and 7.7\ of management) felt the
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decision should be made by the Dean alone and 5.2% of faculty

and no one from management felt the decision should be made by

the faculty person alone.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between some of the

demographic information obtained on the questionnaire and the

cholce of who should make the decision to award credit for

non-credit prior learning. Demographic information included

highest level of post secondary education for faculty and

administration, faculty/division the faculty person was

associated with, number of years teaching experience for

faculty and management, and number of years administrative

experience for those from management. Sigr.ificance level (p)

was set at <:.05.
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Highest Level of Post Secondary Education and Personls!

~cide on Credit Award.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant difference between these two variables.

For management, Chi-square calculated at 14.74 with a

significance level (p) of .0982. Therefore, no significant

difference was noted (see Table 4-31 for a tabulation of these

findings) .

Table 4-31: Crosstabs of Management Highest Level of Post

Secondary Education and Person(s) to Decide on Credit. Award

Mallf. ement hi he8t level of at secondaru education

Person
to
decide

Faculty,
Dean

Facultu

Faculty,
PLA

rson

Missing ::aseB

X:. 14.74236
p •. 09B2

Diploma Bachelors

7.7 23.1
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Among faculty, most of the respondents with ft Masters

Degree favoured the faculty and Dean making the decision. of

those with a Bachelors Degree, most either favoured the faculty

and Dean or the faculty and a person knowledgeable about PLA.

However, Chi-square calculated at 10.04 with a significance

level (p) of .9674; therefore, no significant difference was

noted. See Table 4-32 for a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-32: Crosstabs of Faculty Highest Level of Post Secondary

Education and Person(s) to Decide on Credit Award

Faculty hiQheat level of at seconder education

person

'"decide

rae,
Dean

M1.... ing cas",s

x: • 10.04391
p •• 96737

Diploma Bachelors

9.0 10 21.6 24 15.3

1.8

22.5 25 4.5

Other
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Faculty/Diyision Associated with and Person's) to Decide

on Credit Award.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine any

significance between the faculty/division the faculty

respondent was associated with and their choice of who should

decide on the credit award for prior, non-credit learning.

Most of the respondents from the faculties of Business and

Engineering Technology chose the Faculty and Dean, however,

Chi-square calculated at 16.87 with a significance level (p)

of .3940. Therefore, no significant difference was noted.

Table 4-33 presents a tabulation of this data.

Table 4-33: Crosstabs of Faculty/Division A.ssociated with and

Person(s) to Decide on Credit A.ward

Person
to
decide

F...culty
Delln

Facultv

Faculty

~~son

KiQQing cases

x:. 16.81075
P" .39401

.,

COfl\III Ed

L'

Hed sci

2.7
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Number ot Years Teaching Experience and Person'sl to

Decide on credit ~vard.

cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

any significance between the number of years teaching

experience of both faculty and administration and choice of

who should award credit for prior learning. Within faculty,

those with more than 11 years teaching experience seemed to

favour tho faculty and Dean, however, Chi-square calculated at

21.86 with a significance level (p) of .3479. Therefore, no

significant difference was noted (Table 4-34 tabulates the

results of this data).

Table 4-34: Crosstabs of Faculty Number of Years Teaching

Experience and Person(s) to Decide on Credit Avard

PerBon
'0declde 0-10

Fac,
Oean

Fac,
PLA
person

Other

H1.ssinq casell

XI _21.86395
p •• 34194

Facult ean of tell.ch1.n ex ec1.ence

11-20 >20

2B

l.6

1.'
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For management, Chi-square calculated at 11.63 with a

significance level (p) of .4763. Therefore, again no

significant ctifference was noted with these variables.

Results of this data are tabulated in Table 4-35

Table 4-35: Crosstabs of Management Number of Years 'reaching

Experience and Person(s) to Decide on Credit Award

person
<0
decide

~~~.
I ;"~r80n

Xl. 11.62500
p •• 47625

Mananement "earll of teach!n exnerience

."
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Number of Years Administrative Experience and i'ersonCSI

to Decide on credit Award.

Finally, cross tabulations were calculated to determine

if there was any significance between the number of years

administrative experience management had and their choice of

who should decide on credit award. Chi-square calculated at

23.83 with a significance level (p) of .3012. Therefore, no

significant difference was noted. Table 4-36 tabulates the

findings of this data.

Table 4-36: Crosstabs of Number of Years Administrative

Experience and Person(s) to Decide on Credit Award

Per!lton l1a.naqement yeaC8 of adminletrative experience,.
declde

'.J
Fac,
Dean

HisBing casas

x:. 23.833J3
p •. 30120
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Transcription of PLA

Also with administrative issues, respondents were asked

to indicate from a list of choices, how they felt prior, non

credit learni7l.g should be recorded on the student's

transcript. Table 4-37 lists the choices and tabulates the

results of these findings.

Table 4-37: Transcription of PLA

Faculty

Cholce of transcrl tion

Exemption 23.9

Numerical rade

C-PLA, no mark

C-PLA, grsde consistent
with course marking
scheme

Other

Missing cases

3S

Responses indicated that a letter or numerical grade

alone were the least favoured responses among the groups with

no one from management and only a small percentage from

faculty choosing either of these, .9% and 6.2% respectively.

The response chosen the most by faculty (37.2%) ....as "C-PLA,

grade consistent ....ith the marking scheme of the particular

course". The next popUlar choice was "C-PLA, with no mark",

chosen by 31.0% of faculty. The only faculty response to

"other" was: "depends on the course standards."
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Among management, the choices "C-PlJI., grade consistent

with the marking scheme of the particular course" and "other"

were the most popular choices, at 30.8\ each. Responses to

"other" included: "C-PLA with a mark where possible, otherwise

an Exemption"; "Transfer Credit"; and "mark same as course

standard without the C-PLA designation"

Cross tabulations were also calculated to determine if

there was any significance between some of the demographic

information obtained on the questionnaire and the choice of

how pr lor, non-credit learning should be recorded on the

student's official transcript. Demographic information

included highest level of post secondary education for faculty

and management, fa~ulty Idivision the faculty person

associated with, number of years teaching experience for

facllity and number of years administrative experience for

management. Again, the significance level was set at <.05 and

Tables 4-J9 to 4-42 sllmmarize the findings of this data.
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Faculty Highest Level of Post secondary Education ad

Transcription of PLA.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there was

any significant relationship between faculty's highest level of

post secondary education and their choice of how credit for non-

credit prior learning should be recorded on the student's

official transcript. Chi-square was calculated at 27.90 with a

significance level (p) of .3126.

difference was noted (see Table 4-38).

ThUS, no signJ ficant

Table 4-38: Crosstabs of Faculty Highest Level of Post Secondary

Education and Trailscription of PLA

Facultv hinheet level ot 8t secondsI:' education

Di lama Othel:'

Choice
of
tl:'ans.

exom-ct

'"m
I:'ade

Lettel:'
I:'ade

C-PLA,
no mal:'k

C-PLA,
gl:'ad..
eame as
cc>urlll!l

Other

1.B 2 B.l

18.0 6.3

'.0

Missing cases

x: = 27.89784
P = .31258
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Management Highest Level of post secondary Education and

Transcription of PLA.

Cross tabUlations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the highest level of

post secondary education of management and their choice of how

credit for non-credit prior learning shoUld be. recorded on the

student's official transcript. Chi-square was calculated at

9.34 with a significance level (p) of .4062. Thus, no

sign!! !cant difference was noted (see Table 4-39).

Table 4-39: Crosstabs of Management Highest Level of Post

Secondary Education and Transcription of PLA

Hana emant hi hest level of OOlit Becondarv educationChoice
of
tranoc.

Exempt

"""grade

Letter
rade

C-PLA,
no mark

C-PLA,
grad"
Game alii

Hlssln caeell

X'_9.34375
P _ .40617

Dloloma Bachelors

15.4

Othor
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Faculty/Division Associated with and Transcription ot

fldI·

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the faculty/division

one was teaching with and their choice of how credit for non-

credit prior learning should be recorded on the student's

official transcript. A majority of respondents from all of

the faculties indicated they would like to see C-PLA. recorded

on the transcript. Chi-square was calculated at 22.61 with a

significance level (p) of .3083. Thus, no significant

difference was noted (see Table 4-40).

Table 4-40: Crosstabs of Faculty/Division Associated with and

Transcription of PLA

Choice
of
transc

FllC1l1t Division associated with

Comm Ed EnQ Tech

Exemn 14.5

Num 2.7
rade

Letter
rade

C-PLA,
no mark

C-PLA,

~~~~eas
course

Other

Missing casss

Xl. 22.61146
P" .30827

'.6

.,
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Number ot' Years Teaching Experience and Transcription of

fIdl,.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the number of years

teaching experience faculty had and their choice of how credit

for non-credit prior learning should be recorded on the

student's official transcript. Most of the respondents with

less than 20 years of teaching experience indicated they would

like to see C-PLA on the transcript. However, Chi-square was

calcUlated at JO.18 with a significance level (p) of .2178.

'I'hus, no significlint difference was noted (see Table 4-41).

Table 4-41: Crosstabs of FaCUlty Number of Years Teaching

Experience and Choice ot Transcription

Choice
of
tranac 0-10

Facult earll teachin ex<>ori....nce

11-20

10.8

Nom
: qrllde

Letter
rade

r-PLII,
no mark

C-PLII,

~~~~eas

Other

Hiaoinq cases

x! • JO.17!>1O
p •. 21780

1.8

20

4.5

4.5
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NuJnber of Years Administrative Experienca and

Transcription of PLl\.

Cross tabulations were also calculated to determine if

there was any significant relationship between the number of

years of administrative experience for Management and their

choice of how credit for non-credit prior learning should be

recorded on the student's official transcript. Chi-square ....as

calculated at 27.50 with a significance level (p) of .1549.

ThUS, no significant difference ....as noted. A tabulation of

this data is found in Table 4-42.

Table 4-42: Cross tabs of Number of Years Administrative

Experience and Transcription of PLA

Choice ...ana ement eara of adminhtratlv. exoerlence.,
trllnBC >20

ExemDt 16.2

Letter
I ande

C-PLA, 8.3
no mllrk

C-PLA, 8.3
grade

cOl.lr'e

~ __:..L_----=...L~=CL_ ___''_L____=_1___=_j1
Hi,sing caB8B

X'-21.50000
P - .15491
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Maximum ~ount of CreeS! t ltward for PLA

The third administrative issue participants were asked to

respond to .....as the maximum amount of credit, from a list of

choices, they felt should be awarded to a student for non

credit prior learning. Table 4-43 lists these choices and

tabulates this data.

Table 4-43: Maximum Amount of. Credit Award for PLA

Facultv

HolllClmum credit

26-50\

HiBsing cases

37.6

12.9

11.8

" 23.1

15.4

Within both groups, responses were well distributed among

the choices. Among faCUlty, the response chosen th", most was

"1-25%", ..:hosen by 37.6%, in comparison to management whose

most favoured response was "51-7St", chosen by 3B.4\:. The

response chosen the leas't was 0%, chosen by a very small

proportion of faculty (5.0%) and none of management.
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Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

any significant relationship between some of the

demographic information obtained from the questionnaire and

the maximum amount of credit respondents felt should be

awarded for non-credit prior learning. Demographic

information included faculty/division associated with, highest

level ot post secondary education for facUlty and management,

number of years teaching experience for faculty and number of

years administrative experience for management. Significance

levels were set at <.05 and Tables 4-44 to 4-48 summarizes

this data.
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'AouUy/DiviaioD Associated with aDe! Maximum~

.QJ;:edU Award f~.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the Faculty/Division

the Faculty member was associated with and the maximum amount

of credit they felt should be awarded for prior, non-credit

learning. The most popular choice from the Faculties of

Business, commuility Education and Engineering Technology was

1-25%; Medical Sciences was divided and the only respondent

from the Oivision of Student Services chose 26-501;. chi-

square was calculated at 24.42 with e. significance level (p)

of .0807. Therefore, no significant difference was noted. A

tabulation of this data is found in Table 4-44.

Table 4-44: Crosstabs of FaCUlty/Division Associated with and

Maximum Amount of eredi t Award for PLA

Pacultv/Division associated with

Eno Tech Mad Sci Stu ~~•.

Maximum !--'---I--"+--'-+-"-+---'--!---"-+--'-+--"--+-'----\-''--II
credit 1.0

16.0 16 5.0

4.0

76-100\ 2.0

Missing eases

x2 .. 24.41996
p •. 08073

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.0

5 1.0

15
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Higbest L-vel ot Post secondary Education and ""1Bup

"-ount ot Credit Avard for PLA.

cross tabulations were calculated to determine if tbere was

any significant relationship between the highest level ot post

secondary education and the inaxilnull'l amount of credit respondents

telt should be awarded for prior, non-credit learning.

Among faculty, those ....ith a certificate or diploma were

fairly divided, whereas, the 1-25\ range was most popular among

the respondents with a Eachelors or Masters degree. Chi-square

was calculated at 15.24 with a significance level (p) of .7626.

Therefore, no significant difference was noted. This data is

tabulated in Table 4-45.

Table 4-45: Crosstabs of Faculty Highest Level of Post Secondary

Education and Maxi.um Amount of Credit Award for PLA

paeu1tv hiClheet level Cit .t .econdar education

Dioloru....
cred

O. '.0 1.0

1- 1.0 1 5.0 " 12.0
m

,,-,,,
51- 1.0
75\

76- '.0 '.0 '.0
100\

I'U...!ng caBe.

X1 -1S.23837

P' .76261
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Among management, most of the respondents had a Masters

degree and were evenly distributed in their choices. Chi

square was calculated at 12.35 with a significance level (p)

of .1943. Therefore, again no significant difference was

noted. A tabUlation of this data is found in Table 4-46.

Table 4-46: Crosstabs of Management Highest Level of Post

secondary Education and Maximum Amount of Credit Award for PLA

Mana ernent hi heet level of education

Maximum
credit

0\

51-75"

HiBeing caBes

Xl • 12.35000

P - .19429

Diploma Bache10rg

23.1

15.4

Other
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Number ot Years Teaching Experience and Maximum Amount of

Credit ,"ward tor PI,A.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the number of yellr!>.

teaching experience faculty had and the maximum amount of

credit they felt should be awarded for prior, non-credit

learning. Responses to this item were distributed among the

choices, although there was a tendency toward the 1-50% range

from all respondents from all three categories of teaching:

experience. However, Chi-square was calculated at 17.73 with

a significance level (p) of .6050. Therefore, no sig:nificant

difference was noted. A tabulation of this data is found in

Table 4-47.

Table 4-47: Crosstans of Faculty Number of Years Teaching:

Experience and Maximum Amount of Credit Award for PLA

FBcu1t, veilrD of teilchin DII..erience

11-20

MBlIimum
credit

51-15\ 6.0

10

11

19.0 8.0

HieBing caDDD 16

Xl. 17.13260
p •• 60502
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NUmber of Yean Administrative Experience and MaximWII.

Mount of Credit Award for PLJ\.

Cross tabulations were calculated to determine if there

was any significant relationship between the number of years

adminiotrative experience management had and the maximum

amount of credit they felt should be awarded for prior, non-

credit learning. Most of the respondents with 11-20 years of

administrative experience indicated preference ....ith the 26-75\

range. Chi-square was calculated at 27.53 with a significance

level (p) of .1539. Therefore, no significant difference was

noted. A tabulation of this data is fount: in Table 4-48.

Table 4-48: Crosstabs of Number of Years Administrative

Experience and Maximum Amount of Credit Award for PLA

ManaQement yearo of adminiotrative l2IlCperience

Maximum
credit

"

0-10 >20

1-25\ 8.3

26-50\ 24.9

Missing calUl1l

Xl .. 27.53J3J
P" .15389
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perceived Benefits or prior Learning Ass,ssllent;

Question 5: What are the benefits of awarding college credit

for prior learning, as perceived by the administration and

facUlty of Cabot college?

With this item respondents were first asked to indicate

their level of agreement on a scale of SA (strongly agree), A

(agree), U (undecided), D (disagree), SD (strongly disagree),

that (a) PLA is beneficial to stUdents at any post secondary

institution and (b) PLA is beneficial for Cabot College.

PLl\ is Beneficial to Students

specific to PLA being beneficial to stUdents, a large

majority (85.4%) of faculty either strongly agreed or agreed,

whereas all 100% of management strongly agreed or agreed. A

small percentage. of faculty were either undecided (12.8%) or

disagreed (1.8t). Table 4-49 tabulates the findings of this

data.

Table 4-49: PLA is Beneficial to StUdents

Level of
aQ~eement

Strongly
'" ree

AQree

Undecided

oisa"'!:'ee

Hissing
cases

32.2

53.2

1.8
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The second part of this question asked respondents to

indicate what they see as benefits. Sixty percent of Faculty

(70 of the 115 respondents) and 76.9\ of administration (10 of

the 13 respondents) completed this section. The responses are

summarized below and all responses are recorded in Appendix D.

A number of the Faculty respondents indicated they felt

PLA would result in time-saving for the student. As a reSUlt,

the student would not be wasting time on material already

learned, therefore applying energies where best needed. For

some, this could possibly accelerate the time needed to

complete their program. Comments included: "older students

won't spend valuable time in a classroom lt and "allows student

mare time to work on other c.ourses."

As well, some FaCUlty indicated that they felt PLA would

boost self-confidence and self-esteem for the stUdent,

providing them with much needed encouragement to continue with

their stUdies, and in some cases be the motivating force to

partake/continue. Comments included: livery beneficial to

older students to prove they can learn because they were

already learning and may not have realized it", "attitude and

commitment much higher, more focused stUdent", as well as

"helps maintain motivation as the student is not bored in the

classroom with redundant work".
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The benefit ot' ill reduced workload was also cited by l!I

small number of !;:J,culty respondents, being that if students

were to receive credit for non-credit learning, they would

possibly have a lighter course load in a semester(s). This

was seen as beneficial for the student who has been away from

formal studies for some time and needing to "readjust" to the

formal learning situation. One respondent wrote: "slower pace

- especially for older students".

The value of just being given recognition for what was

previously learned, was another benefit cited by some of the

faculty. This would encourage students to draw on previously

learned material and assimilate it to new learning situations.

Comments included: "gives the individual student a basic

knowledge of his/her level of achievement/knowledge per

SUbject" and "prollOtes the concept/validity of lifelong

learning" .

Other benefits that a small nu.ber of faculty indicated

were increasing accessibility to post secondary education,

determining students needs and saving the student money.

Among management, time-saving was the benefit also cited

the most. Like faculty, management indicated that this could

lessen the amount ot time needed to complete a formal program.

The issue of motivation was cited by three management

respond£:nts, indicating that students would receive

satisfaction of having a post secondary institution recognize

their past learning for credit purposes.
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Accessibility 1;0 post secondary education, mobility in

the workforce and cost saving to the student were also cited

by management as benefits of PLA.

PLA is Beneficial to Cabot college

Specific to PLA being beneficial to Cabot College, again

a large majority (a2. 4%) of faculty either strongly agreed or

agreed whereas, 100% of management strongly agreed or agreed.

A small percentage of faculty (15. at) were undecided, 0.9%

disagreed and 0.9% strongly disagreed. Table 4-50 tabulates

this data.

Table 4-50: PLA is Beneficial to Cabot College

Facultv

Level ot
a resment

Strongly
AQrSe

Acree

Undecided

Dleaaree

Strongly
disagree

46.2

The second part of this question also asked respondents

to indicate what they see as benefits. A little over 58t

percent of faculty (67 of 115 respondent.s) and 76.9% of

management (10 of 13 respondents) responded to this section of
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the question. The responses are summarized below and all

responses are recorded in Appendix D.

For Faculty, a large number indicated they felt that PLA

would result in better use of material and human resources;

this would result in an overall cost saving for the college in

the end. specific comments included: "frees up classroom

space, and ~nstructor time for students who need it". saves

administration and teaching costs". and II s tudents can fill

empty spaces in the senior years so resources not wasted."

Faculty also indicated that they felt PLA would be

responding to the changing needs of the mature adult learner.

This in turn would benefit the college in that more students

would be served. Specific comments inclUded: "shows Cabot's

recognition of value for adults experiences - respect for its

learners" , enhances progressive image of the college", and

"makes us more receptive to the variety of backgr;:)unds and

experiences older stUdents are bringing with them 

stUdent population is becoming increasingly older."

Others also saw PLA as a marketing tool that could be

used to attract learners to the college thus possibly

increasing enrolment. specific comments included: "attracts

experienced students" , "smooth access or completion of further

post secc'l:dary stUdies", "it will be another example of the

student coming first - it will enhancG Cab"t's profile as an

institute that cares about its students more so than its

tuition dollars."
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The id2a that PLA could be used as a marketing tool was

also indicated by a number of the management respondents.

Comments included: "the college could be seen as a forerunner

in these ideas in the province and that the college recognizes

life and work skills obtained prior to college is valid and

important", and "better student lIccess to full-time !lind part

time programs."

A number of the management respondents also indicated

that they felt PLA would be responding to the changing needs

of the mature adult learner thus improving the image of the

college. Comments included: "improves Cabot image/reputation

with respect to meeting adult learners needs" and "increased

opportunities for a variety of persons. tI

Two management respondents indicated they felt that PLA

would increase funds to the college; specifically: "more

security of funds as more students return for retraining" and

"may be revenue generating for the college."

other individual comments which could be thought

provoking include: "challenge us to separate 'nice to know'

from 'need to know'" and "instructor/course/program renewal

Which comes from the in-depth review of content necessary to

the PLA process."

A third part to these two questions was included on the

questionnaire sent to management. This item asked those

respondents who disagreed or strongly disagreed, why they do.

No one from this group disagreed or strongly disagreed,
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therefore there were no responses to this item.

Overall, both Faculty and Management indicated that PLA.

was beneficial to both students and to Cabot College. For

students, receiving credit for prior, non-credit learning

could result in not repeating material already mastered, thus

saving the stUdent time. For Cabot, this could be used as a

mo.rketing strategy whlch might increase enrolments and

possibly increase revenue for the college.

The idea that PLA would boost self-concept and self

esteem and increase motivation was also cited by both groups,

as students would feel they are valued as a person and that

their previous learning has counted for something. Doth

groups felt that PLA would be responding to the changing needs

of the adult learner which would improve the image of the

college, having it seen as more flexible and progressive.

In short, the findings of the study indicated that both

Faculty and Management at Cabot College are receptive to the

concept of PLA. Both groups generally agree that people may

learn from life and work experiences, and that knowledge and

skills gained from these experiences can be equivalent to that

taught in college courses.

FaCUlty and Management at Cabot College felt that many

non-college learning activities can result in knowleage and/or

skills equivalent to that taught in college courses.
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In the past, there was minimal use of the methods of PLA,

however, in all cases, both faculty and management indicated

they would use/like to see these methods used more. Regarding

pass mark for challenging a course through one of these

methods, the majority of both groups felt that the pass mark

should be the same as the pass mark for the course.

With regard to who should decide on credit award for

prior, non-credit learning, responses from both groups varied

with no one person/team of persons clearly favoured over the

other choices.

The responses to the issue of transcription of PIA again

did not reveal any specific choice. However, it was clear

from both management and faculty that the transcript should

reflect that the credit was obtained through PLA, using the

designation C-PLA (Credit - Prior Learning Assessment).

The issue of maximum amount of credit award for non

credit learning also revealed no clear choice. In fact, both

groups were clearly divided on all five of the cho;'ces

provided.

Finally, most faculty and all management who responded to

the questionnaire, agreed that PLA is beneficial to students.

Similar comments from both groups inclUded: PLA would be a

time-saving for the stUdent, a source of motivation for the

student and possibly reduce the student's workload. Regarding

benefits to Cabot College, again, the majority of faculty and

all management who responded, agreed that PLA is beneficial to
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Cabot College. COlltllon benefits cited by both groups included

that it responded to the needs ot the community, it could

improve the college'S reputation and it could result in better

use of human and naterial resources.



Chapter v

SUIllIIl.ary and Recommendations

Presented in this chapter is a summary of the study of

the perceptions of full-time Faculty and Academic Management

at Cabot College, regarding Prior Learning Assessment, and the

conclusions reached in the study. Recommendations and

suggestions for further research are also inCluded.

Summary

In recent years, there has been an increase in the number

of adults enroling in post secondary institutions in

Newfoundland and Labrador for job training or retraining.

This has been due, in part, to government restraint, closure

of businesses, changes in economic opportunity and advances in

technology 'requiring retraining to stay abreast.

Many of these mature adults possess a wealth of knowledge

and skills that may be equivalent to what is being taught in

some of these post secondary programs. Some of this prior

learning has been acquired through a prescribed education or

training program, where formal credentials have been awarded

and the present mechanism of transfer credit/exemption is

applied. However, there is an area of informal/non-credit

learning that is not always recognized. ThUS, a need exists

to provide a mechanism to assess this non-credit learning to

award credit where appropriate, and this is known as PLA.
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The purpose of this study was to ascertain the knowledge,

perceptions, and potential benefits of PLA, as perceived by

Management and Faculty of Cabot College. A questionnaire was

sent to 221 full-time FaCUlty and 16 Academic Management

personnel who were teaching/administering at Cabot College in

the spring of 1994. Eighty-one percent of Management and 52\

of Faculty returned completed questionnaires. Through this

questionnaire, information was gathered to answer the

following research questions:

1. What are the perceptions of Faculty and Management at

Cabot College regarding learning frOm past work a!'!rI life

experiences?

2. What non-college learning activities did Faculty and

Management feel can result in knowledge and/or skills

equivalent to that taught in college courses?

3. What are the past practices of Faculty and Management

regarding methods of assessing prior, non-credit learning

and what methods do they feel shOUld be used or would be

willing to use?

4. What are the perceptions of FaCUlty and Management

regarding the administrative issues of decis.ion making,

transcription and the maximum amount of credit awarded to

individuals through PLA?

5. What are the benefits of awarding college credit for

prior non-credit learning, as perceived by Management and

FaCUlty of Cabot college?
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perceptions Regarding Learning trom Past Experiences

Respondents were asked to indicate their level of

agreement with the following six statements: a) people may

learn from life experiences, (h) some knowledge gained from

life experiences can be equivalent to that taught in college

courses, (0) some skills gained trom life experiences can be

equivalent to those taught in college courses, (d) people may

learn from work experiences, (e) some knowledge gained from

work experiences can be equivalent to that taught in college

courses, and efl some skills gained from work experiences can

be equivalent to those taught in college courses.

Both FaCUlty and Management who responded to the survey,

agreed that people may learn from work and life experiences.

The number who strongly disagreed, disagreed or was undecided

was very minimal among both Management and Faculty.

As statements became more specific, for example, asking

whether knowledge or skills gained from work or li.fe

experiences could be equivalent to that taught in college

courses, there was variation in the :level of agreement from

both groups. Overall, both Faculty and Management were more

inclined to agree that work experience can result in college

level learning (knowledge and skills), as compared to life

experience. Thus, both groups indicated that work experience

is better than life experience, for providing college level

learning. No significant difference was found in the data

analysis for this item.
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Non-coll.ge Learging Aotivities Equivalent to college CourS'9

Respondents were asked to indicate from a list of 12 non

college learning activities, which they felt could result in

knowledge and/or skills equivalent to that taught in college

The activities listed were seminar, conference,

workshop, independent reading, correspondence course,

community work, independent project, travel, recrei"tion and

hObbies, work experience, family life experience and volunteer

work.

Overall, both Management and Faculty indicated that these

activities can result in knOWledge and/or skills equivalent to

that taught in college courses. seminars, conferences,

workshops, correspondence courses and work experience

chosen by a majority of Management respondents, while work

experience appeared to be most popUlar among Faculty.

The activities least favoured by Faculty as a source of

learning equivalent to that taught in college courses were:

community work, travel, recreation and hobbies and family life

experiences. For Management, the activity least favoured was

travel.

The activity that showed the least difference of opinion

between the groups was work experience. The activity that

showed the 1lI0st difference in opinion between the groups was

a seminar, with many more Management than FaCUlty feeling this

activity can result in college level learning. No significant

difference was noted in the data.
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past Practices or PLA and Methods willing to use

Respondents were asked to indicate from the six methods

presented, which they had used or would be willing to use to

assess non-credit prior learning. The six methods included

challenge examination. challenge essay, documentation,

performance evaluation, simulation and interview.

With all six methods of ass~ssment, more Management than

Faculty indicated they have allowed a student to challenge for

cred! t in the past.

Overall, both Faculty and Management indicated they would

like to be doing more PLA than they have been, using all six

methods. However, this was indicated by a greater percentage

of Management than Faculty.

While Faculty have used the interview method minimally in

the past and do not appear to be too keen on its future use,

a large majority of Management indicated they would like to

see that method used in future. The literature indicates,

however, that the interview method is the most practical and

widely-used method in the portfolio process. Low popUlarity

of this method among Faculty could possibly be due to time

constraints, fear of sUbjectivity and the fact that this

method is rarely used in everyday classroom evaluation.

The method most favoured among Faculty loins the challenge

examination, which could be due to the fact that this method

is often used to assess traditional classroom learning. This

is in keeping with the literature that indicates that the
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examination is otten the easiest form of PLA to get accepted

by Faculty since it resembles most closely what faculty are

already using to assess students.

All of the Management respondents felt they ",\?uld like to

see s1.ulatlan used to evaluate prior learning_ This is

probably interring that the ideal situation could be used to

accurately assess a person's non-credit prior learning.

Approximately two-thirds of FaCUlty indicated they were in

favour of using this method.

This section of the questionnaire included a qusGtian

that asked if the pass mark for a method of PLA should be

higher. the same, or lower than the pass mark for the course.

Approximately two-thirds of each group responded "the same"

for all six methods of assessment. On average, only one-third

of each of the two groups indicated they felt the pass mark

should be higher.

However, one lIethod that a large number of FaCUlty felt

should require II higher pass mark than that of the course, was

the challenge essay. The method that Ilost Management

respondents felt should require a higher pass mark than that

of the course, was also the challenge essay and the method

that the least number of Management felt the pass mark should

be higher than the pass mark for the course, was the

interview. Tho possible reason for the challenge essay being

the method chosen the most by both groups, to require a higher

pass mark, may be the idea that essays are often not
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Invigl1ated. As a result, respondents to the questionnaire

may be questioning the validity, thus feeling that raising the

pass mark may assist in maintaining standards. Again, no

significant difference was noted in the data analysis.

~ionsot Faculty and Management Rege.rding Administrative

Il!ISues Associated with Awarding Credit

Faculty and Management were asked to select, from a list

of choices, who they felt should make the decision regarding

the awarding of credit for prior, non-credit learning. Among

the choices were: (a) Dean of the Division/Faculty; (b)

FaCUlty teaching the course; (0) Faculty teaching the course

in conSUltation with the Dean; Cd) Faculty teaching the course

in consultation with a person knowledgeable about PLA; and (e)

other.

Responses to this question from both groups varied with

no one person/team of persons clearly favoured o~'er the other

choices. Half of the Faculty indicated they felt it should be

them in consultation with the Dean. A smaller number of

Management felt this was the best procedure. Responses from

Management indicated that some felt that the Faculty and Dean

alone should make the decision, while others felt that a

person knowledgeable about PLA should participate in the

decision as well. Yet, others felt that the FacuLty member

teaching the course along with the PLA person could make the

decision. A small percentage of FaCUlty and no one from

Management felt that I'~r.:ulty alone should make the decision to
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award credit for non-credit learning. However, Faculty were

included in mORt choices which is in keeping with one of the

quality assurance standards discussed in the literature

review.

With regard to transcription of PLA, respondents were

asked to indicate their preference of how they felt credit for

non-credit learning should be recorded on the student's

transcript. The choices were: exemption, numerical grade,

letter grade, C-PLA with no mark, C-PLA with a grade

consistent with the course marking scheme and other.

Responses to this question were also divided among the

groups with no choice clearly favoured by either group. The

choices of a letter grade or number grade only, received very

few responses, whereas thE;! remaining choices were almost

evenly divided. It was clear, however, from both Management

and Faculty that the transcript should reflect that the credit

was obtained through PLA, using the designation C-PLA (Credit

- Prior Learning Assessment). While the literature did not.

provide any information relating to how PLA should be recorded

on the transcript, one of the quality IIssurance standards

discussed included monitoring of PL.'. credit awards to avoid

giving credit twice for the same learning.

Regarding amount of credit award, respondents were asked

to indicate their prefen.nce of the maximum amount of credit

that should be awarded through PLA. The choices were 0%, 1

25%, 26-5Qt" 51-75'" and 76-100"'.
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among and within both groups, with no clear choice favoured.

within Faculty, the most popular choice was the 1-25%

category, chosen by a little more than one-third of the group;

whereas almost the same percentage of Management favoured the

51-75% category. No significant difference ....as found in this

data.

perception of FaCUlty and Management Reaarding Benefits of

~rning Assessment tor Btul!ents and cabot College

Most FaCUlty and all Management who responded to the

questionnaire, agreed that PLA is beneficial to students.

specific comments from the respondents revealed that the most

common benefit appears to be time-saving for the student,

allowing him/her to better spend valuable time learning new

material. Respondents from both groups also indicated they

felt that PLA could provide motivation for the mature student,

reinforcing the idea that they are never too old to learn and

that their past learning is valuable to the college.

Some Faculty indicated that PLA could possibly reduce a

student's workload in a semester if he/she was exempted from

a course(s) for prior learning. Some Managem~nt respondents

indicated that PLA could possibly be a cost-saving for the

student also. Respondents from both groups indicated they

felt it could also increase accessibility for the student, to

post secondary programs.

with regard to benefits for Cabot college, again a large
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number of Faculty and all Management respondents agreed that

PLA is beneficial to Cabot College.

A large number of Faculty and Managellent indicated they

felt that PLA would be responding to the changing needs of the

mature adult learner. This, in turn, would improve the

image/reputation of the college, which as respondents from

both groups indicated, could be used as II marketing tool.

A large number of faculty indicated that PLA would result

in better use of human and material resources, reSUlting in an

overall cost-saving for the college. Some Management felt

that it could even generate more revenue for the college. The

literature supports this fact that PLA can increase enrolments

and thus increase the amount of tuition intake.

In view of the findings of this study. several

reco1lUllendations are offered:

1. Managellent and FaCUlty at Cabot College should ~ontinue

to work together to develop and bplement PLA for fair

and accurate measurement of students' prior learning.

2. A PLA office should be established with a full-time PLA

Coordinator to oversee the continuous development and

implementation of PLA at Cabot College.

J. An intensive PLA training program should be developed and

implemented at the college. Such a program should
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pJ:ovide general information on PLA to all new employees, and

intensive training to those who would be directly or

indirectly involved with its implementation.

4. Cabot College should provide an-going in-service

education to Cabot Faculty, administration and support

staff to assist personnel to acquire the skills needed

for effective understanding and implementation of PLA.

5. Long-term research should be conducted to assess whether

attitUdes/perceptions of PLA have changed among Faculty

and Management. This could build upon this present

research, by comparing ~uch aspects as the perceptions of

full-time Faculty and Academic Management, possible

reasons lor differences and how they could be resolved.

6. pilot study should be conducted the

attitudes/perceptions of the entire public post secondary

system in the province to ;.nci'lde all colleges and

Memorial University.

In conclusion, the focus of this research was an

exploration of the perceptions of full-time Faculty and

Academic Management at Cabot College regarding PTA. A

questionnai.re was the mechanism used to offer this group an

opportunity to express their level of agreement and opinions

on the concept and issues around PLA. It also provided the

opportunity to ascertain past practice involving assessment of

non-credit prior learning and the willingness of Faculty and
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Management to implement PLA for assessing non-credit learning.

While the findings revealed interesting data, no statistical

significance was found.

11.5 the age of the student enter ing post secondary

programs continues to increase, and the concept of lifelong

learning is encouraged and accepted, Prior Learning Assessment

has the potential to become common practice in all post

secondary institutions in this province.
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Appendix A

Management Questionnaire



May 30.1994

Division of Continuing Education
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology
and Continuing Education

Dear Colleague:

As part of the requirements for completion of a graduate program in Educational
Administration at Memorial University, under the direction of Dr. G,A. Hickman. I have
elected to pursue a thesis in the area of Prior Learning Assessment. As you may be aware,
over the last two years, Cabot College has conducted extensive research and dcvelopment
in this area, specifically within a pilot project with the Early Childhood Education diploma
program. It is the intent of the college to expand prior learning assessment into othcr
courses/programs as appropriate information and training is provided. Therefore, this
research will be beneficial to both my personal development as well as the ongoing
development and implementation of prior learning assessment at Cabot College.

The aim of this study is to determine the perceptions, knowledge of and benefits of
prior learning assessment as perceiVed by Academic Management and full-time faculty at
Cabot CoUege. To do this, I have devised a survey to be completed by these groups. I
know this is a very busy time of the year for you but it would be greatly appreciated if you
would take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey and return to me in the~
~,atyourearJiestconvenience.

I wish to assure you that all information obtained from this survey will be strictly
confidentjaJ and absolutely nO allempt will be made at any time to identify any par1icipant,
Your participation is strictly voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at any time
without prejudice. You also have the right to refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit.

At the completion of the study, copies of the report will be available upon request.
Should you require any further information or have any questions, do not hesitate to contact
me (778-2635). If you wish to speak to a resource person not associated with the study,
please contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, Research a:ld Development at
Memorial University. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



o IndependenlProjecls
OT,avel
o Recrealion & Hobbias
o WorkEx~erience

o Family Lif.ExlMrience
DVolunte.rWork

PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT SURVEY

Plene ci,cle lh'f.spon.n th,t most Iccurately "lleCI your opinion:

SA STronoly AllIn A Agree U Vnd&C;ded 0 DiUll'" SO Strongly Ding,.e NA NOI Applicable

Part A: Generallqutllloni '·11

1. Peoplern,ylurnlacQul,eknowledlllandskin,ll'omli1t,.pe,lenclS.

2. P'Dolernayll.rnfromlWllk..xjHl.iencu.

3. Som'~llljn.dfrom~Clnb.~uiv.lenIIOlhlttlughlln
collaO.courses,

4.Somll.&.!!i!!ig.inedlrom~c.nb'.oulv.ltnl101hDUllughllncoll.oe

5.Som.~g.lnedfrom~cilnb.'Quiv.lenltoth'll1ughtin

collegecourstl.

6. Som.~o.l"edf,om~ClnbllenuivllonlI0Iho'Il'.uohtincoll.O.
(ou.,n.

1. Of lhelollowing li'lofnon·colleOelearningactlvitln, which do you leel 'I.D.,lSult in
I.Dmeol till koo .....l.dge.ndior sklUs'Quiv.lent to th., "ught in colleoe cou.us?Ploau
checkthea~~roprialebox(ul.

o Seminar
o Conference
o Workshop
o IndependenlReading
o COllupondenu Course
OCommunil'fWork

Part B: Methods of Assessment IQuutionl 8·131

8. Challenge Examinations
I have allowed a Sludent 10 write an eumination IOf ponible exemption
Iromacou.n,beelusethlliludentlelth"shepouessediheknowledge
and/Ol skill. t~ughl in Ih, course.

Iia .Iud.nlel,imed 10 possess the knowledg. end/or skitls taughl ina
course,the sludtnt should be given the opponuniW 10.l:l1il.L....i.
.t.!..I.!!linil for pouible exemption Ifom Ihe CO\Irll, il such, college
policy ..;sltdandlhlswpeofanessmlntwusuilablelothecou,u.

YES NO NA

SAAUOSONA

Thep.nmMk'QfJhftftX§minMiQO$houldbe:IPleasechecklheappropriaIe
box),

DlIlgherlhanthepauma,kfortllecourll
o the umeuthe pus mark for lhe course
o lower than Ihe pus mark fOf lhe couru



SA Sl,onoly Aglu A Ag,ell U Undecided ODing"lI SO Stroogl.,. DiUg." NA Not Applic'-bl,

9. EssayWrlllng
a. lhal/eallo....lIdastudllnttOW..IOilnuuyandprovid,d'X'Im.nlarlonfo'pouiblll

uemplion from a cou<se. becauu the sludent lel1 he/she ponuSIId lhe
knowll1d",and/orsklllsinll'lecou,u.

IlaitudllnlclaimedtopoSieuth,knowllldgeand/o,skills1.uohliniColl!u,thll
student should be gil/lin th, opportunity U'l wrlto in nny aM nfnyld,
~forpossibleeumpl;Onfrom lh,coufSe. il such a collegtl polic.,.
uln,d and this type of .U/II,ment was suilible 10 ll'l, courn.

SAAUOSONA

TheQllIsmarkfprlh,'S:Si!JYshouldbo: rPleuechecklheappropr!"eboKI.
o higher than th,pus ma,k 10' Ihe couue
o the ume n the pn! mark lor the course
o lowllrtllan the pass mark fo.thll couru

10. Products of Assessment IDocumonlatlonl
I have allowed a Sludanl 10 provid, docymen!itlon lor possible eumption Irom II
cou.SEIbecau5llthll student '/Ilthlllsheposs/luedlheknowllldgellndlor skills In
thlcol/TSI.

lIa Stud/lnlclaimed to possess thll klIOwledgll and/or skills liuOhl In I c.wrse,ll'le
student shOlJld be giventh/l ollPOrtunitylonroyidOdQcumentj!lion 10rpoUI!>le
uemplion f.om Ihll couru,lIsuch II coUegupolicyllKislld and IhlsIYIlIL01
assessment wu suiuble to thll COurse.

SA A U 0 SO NA

The Qusmllrklgr 'hodocum'ntalion shouldbt: rPleuechtcklhe approprl.te
box).

o highllr than the pus mark for the COU'SII
o theumll.sthe llassmark lor Ihecoo'511
DlowllrthanthllpaumatkfotiheCOIITil

11. Porformance Evaluation {Skilts Assessmentl
IhaI/IIITlowlldfQflnel/a!ujuIMpf'WI'I11Ilf'lg0rtorm,tlGOforposslbleoxomplion
lrQ!T\acoursll,beclusethestudentlellhlllohepoueuedlhekoow!ldgllllndlor
Skills inthll COI/TSll.

Ilaotudllltclaimedlollosses:;thoknQwlodgllandlorskillstaughlinlCOUrSO,the
nudent shouill be oi~en the opportunity 10. an evahJt!inn p' hi,"", pgrfprm,nCI
forpossibleexemptlonl.omtl'lecou.SII.llsllCh.co!!egepolicy ••inedl!\dlhis
typl!ofasslISsrnenlwaSsuilllbletolhecourSll.

SAAUOSONA

Thl! gan mark fer lbll lHldprmann Ivall'a1iDn shuuld be: IPlun check the
approp,lateboxl.

o highlltthan thllpass mlfklor Ih/lCOllfil
o lheSilme as the pass m.rk for tho COllf511
o lowlIllhanlhe pass mark 101 IhlleourslI



SA Strongly Allr&l A Ao"e U Und«ided 0 01580'&1 SO SlfOOlily Oisao"e NA NOI Applicable

12. Simulated Performance
Ihve Illowed lor ,n !v1l"ilipn pf i! $ludent'l pftrfprmlQl;! l"<jng i fm"lilled
~forPOUlblt..emplionlromacour5l,bec.utelheS1Udenllellhelshe
possl$sedlheknowledlleandlorskills;ntheca\lf$6.

If IStulh!nlclalmedlaposSllssth,knowledoeandforsklblauphlinacourse,lhe
sludentshOUId Ngiventheopportunilylor,niYlbWipnpf h',!l!e'oerlp'mance
(!Is'no i <Iml'lil"d ,'wI,lpnl fO( possible u,mplion Irom the course, il sach a
college policy uIIled Ind this IVP' of unum,nl wu wil,bl. to the cou"•.

YES NO PiA

SAAUOSDNA

Th. pUI mark W 1M o'm'll"ed pftrf9rTi!iIU should be: (PlfIue Check the
IPPIO/lflaleboll.

Dhighorlhlnthepaumllkfo.thecourle
o the ume i1S the pass marie lor Ihe course
OIQw,'lhiinthllpuSmlfkfo,tlleCOUtSe

13. Interview IOral ElI8mlnatlonl
IhaveaJlowedll'lUdenllob.~farpossible..emptlonffomacou"e,
NCiUse lhestudenl fellh,lshepguesset!lhll knowledoe i1nd/or Skills in tile

Usstudentclaim.dtoposseutheknow1edO.indlorskillsl.uOhtlnacourse,tlle
SludentshouldbeolventheopportunltytOb.~lo,pouibleuempl\an

from the courlt,llJuch a coU.oe policV e.lsl.d and lhislVpe of asseumentwu
suitebl. to the C:OU'S'.

5AAUOSDNA

If you ,uong!y IIgrfll or "6'''' with pII,t b, prDCtlwlD 1M" c, DlhllfwiJe pror:fIId 10 OUt/,flM 74.

The pus mark for lhe int~rview should be: (Please check the ~pproprlatll bOil.
o higher lllan lhll pus mark lor Ih,collfse
o Ihe Slime u lhe pus mark 10. Ihe cou.se
OlowGrlhanthflpassma.kfo.lhlcllUl"Sll

Part C: Administrative Issues lqllesl,an, 14·181
14. Tt>e dllCisiorlto IWlld c.&dll 101p.lo., nan'credle leamlnp should bllmadll by:

(P1e;u,chec:konebo.onIVl.
U Ihe Dun of the FacullvlDivision;
Othtlac"rtyttl3chjnOlhepar1jcul~rcoufSll, Inconsultillion wilh

lhll Dun oftha FacultylOivision;
DlhelaculIVteachinolh,partic:ulilfcoursll;
o the faculty lea~hjr.Olhe par1ic:ulilf courn, in consUllilllon with a persan

whQIsknowledoeablllDbolillhepracticesandtllchnlqullSofassessinll
non·c:rlldltlearninll;

OOlhllr' _

Ifa$\"dlnt.euivucflldltfo'ICOfJUI,bat,donlllarnlnolromoon·credltsourcn,
thlIlran'cripl,houldfllcotd;(Pleasec:hllckoneboloolyl

o E • el,mplion hom course, no mark;
Oanumlll"icalorade.e08S%;
O.Jettllro·adll,eoB'I"
o C·PLA • c"dil 10' prior I""nlno asuum"nt, no mark;
o C·PlA . credit fO( prio' lurnlno asussment. orilding consistent with

normaJmMkinlllchem, fOf the particul" course leo, nume,'c.lgrad"
Ietlffgfid.... )

OOlh.,,' _



SA Stroog!y Ag... A Agf" U Undecldtd 0 CiSlO'" SO SlIonotv Cing," NA NOI Appllcablto

18. a. 'TheMTlountofc'Mlit .....lfd.d 10. ltud."tI«non·cr-e/itpriot IIltnlng slIouIdbe:
tPl.»Ict\eckIN'PP.opr!illbo.1

CO%oflhlcQl,lfllllnlholprDCf.m;
01 -2''5 01 thew.orHllnthlprOgtlfll;
o 26 - SO'5 of IhoI tourSts In IhI prog.p;
051·15'5olthicourllllnthlprogrMl;
o 16-100'5011Mooursalnlhe_.

•• f'rb'L...~A"'Slmel'ltis,*",rociaI1ollUdwll$'I""'post·lIConcbIy
InstiNtiDn.

c. II you diS'" CW SlronutY diugrH, why1

18. I. Prlortelfnlng AIi.umlntl, b~.flclallor Clbol Colleg•.

b. llyouatrongIYlg... er,g"e, whll do you IH"the blfl,lIl.1

c.lfyoudisagrllorSlronglydlngrH, ....hy1

SA'" IJ D SO

Part 0: Background Information: Thls section Is de~QflId to proold. bac.grGUftd irlformalVt whldl 'NIl
~lIIthelnlll(prel..tionolthllnl(llTfl.IIDflyauprovidio.

AOIuofyowlntblf'thclay.
0G-29 030-39 040-49 OSG-59 060.

Genclw: D~ Of.u.

Wh'l is your hlohut "VII 01 POSl'HCondiory IduciIl1on1
o Ctr!iflCltI [] Oip!oms 0 BacNlo•• degree C MISter. Dtor.. [] Doctoflt.
0",,",

Numba. of 'I'till t.achlng.t lht poll-Secondary .....1. _

Numb., of yearl "'Pinene. II .n IdmlnlslralOl' II th. post'ncond"'Y I."el. _

Please return thIs survey using
the enctosod sell·.ddresnd envelope,



Appendix B

Faculty Questionnaire



May 30, 1994

Division of Continuing Education
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology
and Continuing Education

Dear Colleague:

As part of the requirements for completion of a gradll3te program in F..ducational
Administration at Memorial University, under the direction of Dr. G.A. Hickman, I have
elected 10 pursue a thesis in the area of Prior Learning Assessment. As you may be aware,
over the last two years, Cabot College has conducted extensive research and developmcni
in this area, specifically within a pilot project with Ihe Early Childhood Education diploma
program. It is the inlent of the college 10 expand prior learning assessment into other
courses/programs as appropriate information and training is provided. ThereFore, this
research will be beneficial to both my personal development as well as the ongoing
development and implementation of prior learning assessment al Cabot College.

The aim of this study is to determine the perceptions, knowledge of and benefits of
prior learning assessment as perceived by Academic Management and fulHime faculty at
Cabot College. To do this, I have devised a survey to be completed by these groups, I
know this is a very busy time of the year for you but it would be greally appreciated if you
would take a few minutes to complele the enclosed survey and return to me in the~
self-addressed envelope, at your earliest convenience.

I wish to assure you that all information obtained from this survey will be strictly
confidential and absolutely no attempt will be made al any lime to identify any participant.
Your participation is strictly voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at any time
without prejudice. You also have the right to refrain from answering any questions you
prefer 10 omit.

At the completion of the study, copies of the report will be available upon request.
Should you require any further information or have any questions, do not hesitate to contact
me (778-2635). If you wish to speak to a resource person not associated with the study,
please contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, Research and Development at
Memorial University. Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L, Evans



PRIOR LEARNING ASSESSMENT SURVEY

Plea,eci(cle the "Sj)Cn$'$lllllmO$tacc~rlt.lvreflect your opinion:

SA SlfOf\Qly AgI" A All'n U Undecided 0 Disagree SO 5110ngly Ding,.e NA Not Applieable

Part A: General {quullanl'-71

o lndependenlPlojects
QT"ve/
o ReerUlion & HObbies
OWorkhpe,hlflce
o Family Life bpe,lence
o Volunteer Work

1. PeOPle mav learn lacquit' knowledge ilnll skillsl !,om Iilit. e~pe'lene.s.

2. Peop/l! mav learn f.om.l!/Sldl uperlencn.

3. Some~gli...edrrom~clnbeeQulvillenttothll\llugl'l1in
COnegecours,e.

4. Some~glinedfrom~canbo equivalent 10 ItloU uugllt incoUege
courses.

5.Scme~1l3inodlrom~clnbeequivalentlolllallauohlln

collOQ,courSOI,

6. Som.~galnedlrom~callbeequivilhmIIOthD$etaughlincolog,

COl/lies.

1. or 1M following lis\ 01 rlO/I·eoliege learnillll activities, whicll do yOtJ 1..1u.n 'clull In
SO/MOlltleknowledgei1fldlc<skjJIsequiva!enttnthaltaughtlncollegecourlulPleas.
cht<;l<th, ..ppropri'llbo.(ul,

OSeminat
DConferenu
OWOtk.hop
o Independent Andinl/
o Co"espondOlflCe COli'S'
OCommunitvWork

Part B: Methods of Assessment (quulloos 8·131

8. Challenge Examinations
I have allowed II slUd,nt 10 write .n uamloo,fon fo, possible e~emptlon

from a courle Itnch, be<:aulethe studlHlt'elt hellhe possessed the
koowledge ~ndlo, skiUllaught Inlhe course.

It a student claimel! tc possess Ihe knowtedge andlorskill. mll/hlln a
cou,se,lhestudenllhouldb'lIlventheopponunltyta~

l!l!Il.i.r:!..i lar possible e"empllOfllfom the COutll, II such a college
policye";lled.

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SAAUOSO

SA A U 0 SO

YES NO NA

SAAUOSONA

The~~lhoutdbe:tPleesecheckthllaPf)l'oprlatll

bo,,).
o hillherlhantllepass mark lartl>eCO\lrse
o the sam, H the pan mark fa, th, COUfse
o lawer than die pasa mark lor thecO\l,se



SA Stroooly Allree A Aglee U Undecided 0 Ois~gree SO SnonglV OIuglee NA NOI Appli<:~bl.

9. EssayWriting
Ih.vealiowedasludontlowrj!ftanftuiYandQ'ovjdedg;'1~lorIlO5'ible

flxempllonffom a COu'u I tflacll,becausfI Ill. Itudflnl till he/sill possflsoed Ihe
knowlfldg.and/orlkiHsinthflcOUfU.

II I sludoJll claimed 10 possen the knowledge andfor skill's l~uohlln a course. 1M
Sludenl should be given the OPPorwnllY 10 wrjtft In lln'Vand Olg.jde
~lorpou;bleexempllDn/romlh,coufse,llsuch.coIlegflpallcy

llxIsted.

TM qUI mills lor thft "uy should b.: (Pluse cho<:1r, 1M approp.iat. boxi.
o higher th.nthe pass m.rIr.tar lh.cO....le
o lh. 18m, allhe pass marls for th.caurse
o 10wer than 1M pass malk lor the COUfSO

10. Product::; of Assessment (Documentation}
IlIavaallow.dastud.ntlo~ftnWionlorpa;slblellemptlonlroma

COU..e 11eac:h beclUsethe Itudentlelt helsheposSllued the knowledgeandlor
skillslnlh.courSll.

lIasludonlclalmedlopossentheknowlodgeilndfo. skills taught in a coU'H,lho
.lUdent .hould be/li~ntheopportunl1V to Olovidg <!ps'lmentjl!'oo lor passiblo
,xemplionlromth.couISI, if such a coUeo' policy exilled.

IfYllU $uong!y lIl/ttHIlJT 89'_ with pitt b. ptocHd ta pirt rI. al"-w/s. prQl;HI! 10 que. '''''' ".

TheP.U.J...!l!i!!L~!llilllmshouldbe:(P:'iI"checkth.epPfllllllale

box1.
o higher thanth. pan mlrkfo. IhecourSfI
o \he same nlhe passmlfk for lhecourso
Dlo....erlhanth.passmarkfo.thflcouru

11. Performance Evaluation (Skills Ass9lsment)
Ih<ov'i1l1owedlorao~lorpolslbl''''emption

from a cours.l te.ch,beeauSllh.studenllthhe/sh,possflssedtM knowlodlle
and/o,skiUslnth.cours6.

lfa5ludflntclaimedtopolS.sslh.knowlodge~nd/orskills!aughllnacourse.the

student shoollfbeai~nllttlOIlPOrtunlryfO/anftvaluaJ!ooo! hls!7IQrpftr!ormancft
for passlble exemp!1cn from the course, ilsucha coUlge policy lIisled.

The PiOn mark fur thft oerfo'm.n;, 9YiO!ui!lign should be: IPIo.sa cheCk the
appropriateboxl.

o hJgher Ihanthe pass millk for th.course
o the same IS the pass mark for the cnurse
o lowflrlhilnth. pilssmarkfo.th.cnurse



SA Stroncly Acree A Acree U Undecided 0 Diucree SO Stronc1y Dincree NA Not Applicable

12, Simulated PetlO/manee
,h,ve ,1I0wed lor,n eVIIIIAl"go of iI }lUdenl'. nrtfprmilnGA I"fnp A .imulil1cd
~lorpossiblee.,mplionfromacour5e'tnch,bec'USelheSludenlf"1

h'llshepaueuedlheknDwledpc,ndlorskil1sinlhecourse.

If,sludenlcl,imedlollossesstheknowl,dce,ndlarskillsteught;n.eaurse.lh.
siudenlitlouldbaoiven Iheopportunitvfo',nevil!y,lIlipn of hil/hcrptrlo'm,nse
lusino I $;mulj!l.d $ilUjuipnl 'or possible exemplion fram th, cou,u, it liuch ,
colleg. P!'~Cv ..i'''d.

SAAUOSDNA

If YOU '/rongly '!JI" Of .g,.. with part b, ptoclfld to pa,t C. Olharw;•• prot:Hd to qUl.tion 13.

Th. pau ml,k 'pr lh. ",""I§l.d pttfg,minGe .hould be; IPleau ch.ck Ihe
,pp'op,i,u,boxl.

Dh'Oh.rth.nth.p,ssmarkforthICOU'se
Dthlls,meutheplumarkfo,th.cours.
Dtow."h,nthep.ssm"kfarthecour"

13.lnlervlewIO,aIEllamlnallonl
'h,v.,llowed.studeoltobe~forpnS5ibr.,xemPtlonf'om,cou'se

I 'B.ch,bec.us"hestud.mlolthelsh.poncss.dlh.knowledg••ndlo,.kills;n
thecours•.

U.studBnlcl.im'dtnPOS!essth.knawl.do"ndlnrsk~lstlu;htin .cou's., the
st~entshouldboQ;IIentheopportunitytoba~forposslbl.ex.mpllon

Iromlh.eourse,ifsuch.colleo.policyulsled.

If you IInmgly "!I'" Of "!/filii with p",' b, proc"tId '" fJiI,t C, ot"",wl,. procHd to q~.l!on '4,

The p.ass mark for !tla;ntlrll,ew should be: IPlelSocheck th. approp,i,t. box!.
Dhighlflh,ntll.p,ssmarkIOlth.cauru
o tho ume as Ihe pass mark for th" covrse
o Iow"r than fhe pasl mark for th.(:ourse

Part C: Administrative Issues (question. 14·181
14. Tho docil;on 10 award c<edit 10' plior, non·c"dit rurfling shovld be mad. by:

CPlc.sechockon.baxonlyl.
o the Ounofth,F,culll/IOIYisk>n;
o thelaculty teachfngthe p.t1icularcou,se,ittconstlltation with

the Dun of lh, F,culll/lOililsion;
o the lacully te.chlngth'p.t1iculo,cou,..;
Dthefacullyteachinglhap,t1icula,eaurs.,ineonsulmionwith,person

who Is knowledgeabl8 about the practicu andtecllniqu.s I1laslessinc
nan·cr8ditlnrniflO;

Ootlle" _

"'$IUd'nt'aceiv.sc'odit'o"course,b.sedonleatninllfl0mnon-ctedltsov,ces,
thattansc,ipi sholildr.cOId: (?Ius, chick on. box onlyl

DE· exemption f'am coursl'. no mark;
Oanum8ric,lcr.de••g8S%;
Dalelltfllrade,'IlBt-
o C·ptA . credit fa, prio, learninll assessment, no mark;
o C·ptA - c"dit 10' prlo. learning ,ssessment, oradino consistent wilh

no,nlalmarklngsch.mefQfthlDarticularcours.llg, num.rlc.lgrade,
lellttlltlde.. .lOoth.r _



SA S110nglv All'" A AlIllt U UncI.cided 0 OiSllgree SO Stronglv DiUlIr" NA NOI Applicable

a.Thtamounlofereditlwardedtoistudent'ornan·cr,dltpriOflearoinll should be:
CPleautheckthelPproprillebo_l

a 0% 01 the courses ill the program;
o 1-25'% o'lheeoursesintha proglam:
o 26· 50"1(, ol\he courses in the program;
051 -75'% Oltht coursnln the program:
o 76-100'll.ofthacoufSulntheorogram.

I. Prior Lurnino Asslument;s beneficial 10 lludanU;ll any po$l·sacondarv
inuilu'ion.

b. II you Sllongly lIgree or allrae. what do youue asbene.i,s1

I. PliorLearnlnll Asslumentls bene'icial for Cabot Collelle.

b.lIYOUSlIonglvall,eaoragree.what do you see as the bentlitsl

Part 0: Background Information: This section is duigned 10 provide background inlcllmation which will
help in tt>a inte,plilation of the info'mal;onyOU p.ovlde.

Age as of YOU' ll\.5t birthdav.
a 0·29 0 30·39 0 40·49 0 50-59 0 60 ...

Gende.: a male 0 female

In whiCh hcultylDivision of Cabot College do you workllnch1
o Business 0 Community Educalion 0 Engineellng Technologv
o Medical$Ciencea OStudelllS.lv;ces

Whit is you, hlllhUt !evel of posl·secondary educatlonl
o CeMificate 0 Diploma 0 S.chelors d~ree 0 Maslels Degree 0 DOCtOrile
OOthe,

Numbtl of YIa'S tlaching at the pon'second~rv lev.l. _

Please return this survey using
the enclosed self-addressed envelope.



Appendix C

Correspondence



May 20, 1994

P.O. Box 23131
St. John's, NF AlB 4J9

Dr. Edna Turpin-Downey, President
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology
and Continuing Education

P.O. Box 1693,51. John's, NF AlC 5P7

Dear Dr. Turpin-Downey:

As part of the requirements for completion of a graduate program in Educational
Administration at Memorial University, under the direction vf Dr. G. A. Hickman, I have
elected to pursue a thesis in the area of Prior Learning Assessmenl. The reSC<1Tch proposes to
study the knowledge, perceptions and benefits of prior lcarning assessment as perceived by
management and faculty at Cabot College. This leiter seeks your permission \0 undertake this
research at Cabot College. This study will survey all Academic Management and full-time
faculty in the foVowing five areas of the college: Business and Applied Arts. Community
Education. Engineering Technology, Medical Sciences and Student Services.

. ..- Enclosed you will find a copy of the survey instrument. With your agreement, the study
will commence with a "pretest"on a representative sample of 16 faculty at the college. A final
questionnaire will be constructed and ready for distribution to all full-time faculty and Academic
Management. It is my intent to also approach the Deans of the College to seck their assistance
in the distribution of the survey, which I anticipate will be late May, 1994.

As the study has been reviewed and approved by the "Ethics Review Committee" of the
Faculty cf Education. all guidelines established by that committee will be strictly adhered to and
the information'gained through this research will be strictly confidential; there will be noallempt
made to try to identify any of the respondents. Participation will be strictly voluntary and the
respondent: may opt out of the research at any time. At the completion of the study, a copy
of the report will be submitted to you and will be available to any employees of Cabot College
who are interested in the findings.

Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this malter. Should you require
any funher information or have any questions, do not hesitate 10 contact me (ext. 635) or al
home: 895-3109. If you wish to speak to a resource person not associated with the study, please
contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean, I<esearch and Development at Memorial
University. I would appreciate a reply at your earliest convenience,

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



Consenl Form

I, Edn" Turpin-Downey, Ed.D., President of Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology and
Continuing Education, hereby give permission for the full-time faculty and Management at Cabot
College to take part in a study on the knowledge, perceptions and benefits of prior learning
assessment for awarding college credit at Cabot College; this study beinC conducted by Sandra
Evans, graduate student in Educational AdminiWittion at Memorial University. I also
under1W1d that participation of each subject is entirely voluntary and that he/she can withdraw
at any time. All infonnation is Mclly confidential and no individual will be identified.

Date Signature



ambiguous questions or statements;
items which should be deleted or added (if any);
clarity, interpretation of items;
any obvious gaps.

May 20, 1994

P.O. Box 23131
Sl. John's, NF AlB 4J9

Dear Colleague:

As part of the requirements for completion of a graduate program in Educational
Administration at Memorial UnivCT5ity, under the direction of Dr. G. A. Hickman, I have
elected to pursue a thesis in the area of Prior Learning Assessment. Through my research I
propose to study the knowledge, perceptions and benelits of prior learning assessment as
perceived by Academic Management and full-time faculty of five areas of Cabot College:
Business and Applied Arts, Community Education, Engineering Technology. Medical
Sciences and Student Services. This research will be beneficial to the ongoing development
of prior learning assessment at Cabot College.

Enclosed you will find a copy of the "draft" survey instrument. I would greatly
appreciate your cooperation in helping validale this questionnaire. I would like you to look
for:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Feel free to write any comments directly on the questionnaire. Please return the
questionnaire today If possible, or no later than 1I00n 011 Tucsday, May 24. Once
necessary revisions have been made, a final questionnaire will be constructed and ready for
distribution to all futl·time faculty.

Thank you in advance for your anticipated cooperation in this matter. Should you
require any further information or have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me (778·
2635) or nt home: 895-3109.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



May 24, 1994

P.O. Box 23131
St.10hn's, NF AlB 419

DearCollcague:

Thank you for your reeent participation in the ·pretest· survey for my research in
prior learning assessment. The feedback from each and everyone of you was excellent, and
as a result I have made a number of revisions to Ihe survey. Because of this, I am obligated
to "pretest" the instrument a second time, therefore again I am asking for your assistance.

Enclosed you will find a copy of another "draft" survey; I would greatly appreciate
your cooperation in helping validate this survey. Again, I would like you to look for:
J) ambiguous questions or statements;
2) items which should be deleted or added (if any);
3) clarity, interpretation of items;
4) any obvious gaps.

As before, feel free to write any comments directly on the questionnaire. Please
return Ihe questionnaire by noon on Friday, May 27 to my office on Prince Philip Drive
(Rm B-211) or FAX (778-2602). Unfortunately, I will be out oflhe province from May 25·
29. I return noon on Sunday, May 29, at which time I intend to make any final revisions.
Ifall is well, I will be able 10 process everything and begin distribution by Monday, May 30.

Should you require further information or have any questions, you can conlact my
colleague, Mary Gosse-Prowse (778-2633). Thank you in advance for your anticipated
cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



Division of COlllinuing Education
Cabot College of Applied Ans,
T.:cllnology and Continuing Education

May 24, 1994

Mr. Bruce Baker, Dean
Faculty of Business
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Tecllnology
and Continuing Education

Dear Mr. Baker:

As part of the requirements for completion of a graduate program in Edu~ational

Administration at Memorial University, under tile dirtction of Dr, G. A. Hickman, 1 have ek~too In

pursue a thesis in the area of Prior Learning Assessment (PLA). Througll my rt..~earch I prtlpose to
study the knOWledge, perceptions and benefits of PLA as perceived hy management and fa~ulty at
Cabot College. This research will be beneficial to both my personal development a.~ well as the
ongoing development and implementation of PLA at Cabot College.

This researcll will be conducted through the administration of a survey in ~rly June, tt'
Academic Management and all full-time fa~ulty in the following facultiesfdivisions: Busint..~s,

Commullily Education and Applied Arts, Engineering Technology, Medi~al Sciences ami Student
Services. The purpose oflhis letter is to:
I. inform you that I will be seeking the assistance ofa support personnel on ea~h of the

campuses to facilitate immediate distribution of the survey and any follow-up lellers; anti
2. seek your assistance in encouraging Ihe faculty to comr1ete the survey.

Information gained through this research will he strictly confidential amllhere will be no
auempt made to try to identify any of Ihe respondents. Participation will be strictly voluntary and the
respondents may opt out at any lime. This research has received the permission of Dr. Edna Turpin
Downey, President of Cabot College. At the completion of the study, a copy uflhe report wlll he
submitted to the President and will be available to any employlles of Cahot Coli lege wllo are interested
in the findings.

Dr. Turpin-Downey has heen provided wilh detailed information regllrding ethical
considerations involved in the study should you wish to review them. Shoulu you rllquire ilny funher
information or have any questions. do not hesitate 10 contact me (178·2635) or at home: 895·3109. I
hope you will participate in this research; thank you in advance for your anticipated conpermilln in
Ihismatter.

Sincllrelyyours,

Sandra L. Evans



Division of Continuing Education

Rm. B-211, Prince Philip Drive Campus

May 30, 1994

As per our recent telephone conversation please find enclosed, the surveys for full-time

faculty OIl your campus. As we discussed, the immediate distribution of these letters will greatly

facilitate my research at Cabot College.

In a few days, a second leiter will be sent to all of the participants, reminding them to

complet~ and return their survey. In approximately one week, a third and final mail-out will
occur; this will involve fewer letters, as they will be senl only to those participants who have

not returned a completed survey at that time. Again, I appreciate your cooperation in the

immediate distribution of these letters.

If any of the above correspondence is not picked up by the appropn;,'¢ faculty after a

week or so, please return it to me allhe above address, Again, my sincere thanks to you for

your assistance and cooperation. If you have any questions or concerns, do llol hesitate to call

me at 778-2635 or at home, 895·3109.

Sincerely,

Sandra Evans

Prior Learning Assessment Coordinator

Enclosures



June 2, 1994

Room 8211, Prince Philip Drive Campus
Division of Continuing Education
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology
and Continuing Education

Dear Colleague:

A few days ago, I asked you to complete a Questionnaire dealing with Prior Learning
Assessment at Cabot College. This survey is part of the requirements for completion of a
graduate program in Educational Administration at Memorial University. It is important that
I get a good response rate to maintain reliability of the study and it will also benefit the ongoing
development of prior learning assessment at Cabot College.

If you have already retumed you completed Questionnaire, please accept my sincere
thanks. If you have not, I would be most grateful if you could lake a few minutes to complete
the questionnaire and return it to me at your earliest convenience. (If you have not received the
survey, please conlact me at 778-2635). Once again, I wish to assure you that all information
obtained from this survey will be strictly confidential and absolutely no aucmpt will be made at
any time to identify any participant. Your participation is strictly voluntary and you have the
right to withdraw at any time without prejudice. You also have the right to refrain from
answering any Questions you prefer to omit.

I trust you will support me in this worthwhile endeavour and I thank you sincerely for
your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



June 13. 1994

Dear Colleague;

Recently it wa.~ brought (0 my attention that none of the full-time faculty at Seal Cove
received a Prior Learning Assessment survey which was sent to them (through the Cabot internal
mail) two weeks ago. f understand this caused some confll~ion when you all did receive the
~reminder leiter" that I sent to you last week. Please accept my apology for this mix-up

Enclosed you will find another copy of the survey (which I have arranged personal
delivery to ensure arrival!) with the cover letter and return envelope. I would be most grateful
if you could take a few minutes over the next few days (or before you finish for summer
vacation) to complete atId return it to me. Again please accept my sincere apology and thatlk
you for taking the time to assist me in my research.

Sincerely,

Sandra Evans



June 22, 1994

Room 8211, Prince Philip Drive Campus
Division of Continuing Education
Cabot College of Applied Arts, Technology
and Continuing Education

Dear Colleague:

A short time ago, I asked you to complete a questionnaire dealing with Prior Lc.:uning
Assessment at Cabot College. This survey is part of the requirements for completion of a
graduate program in Educational Administration at Memorial University. It is importantth,lt
1 get a good response rate to maintain reliability of the study and it will also benefit the ongoing
development of prior learning assessment at Cabot College.

As of yet, I have not received your completed questionnaire. If you have already sent
it, thank you and please accept my apologies. If you still intend to participate in the survey, for
your convenience I have enclosed another copy of the questionnaire. I wish to remind you that
all information obtained from this survey will be strictly confidential and absolutely no attempt
will be made at any time to identify any participant. Also, your participation is strictly
voluntary and you have the right to withdraw at any time without prejudice. You also have the
right 10 refrain from answering any questions you p:efer to omit.

I trust you will support me in this worthwhile endeavour and I would be most grateful
if you could find a few minutes 10 complete and return the survey 10 meby~. I
thank you sincerely for your anticipated cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Sandra L. Evans



Appendix D

Benefits of PLA as Quoted by Respondents



student benet"it. according to Paculty:

Number of Respondents:

39 Time could be spent more beneficially not having to
repeat skills already acquired, thus applying energies
where best needed

increased confidence/self-esteem tor the student

accelerates t"e process of obtaining certification

reduces student's work load

helps maintain motivation as the student is not bored in
the classroom with redundant work

saves the institution money and materials

saves money for the student

student can begin advancement immediately

the student is able to concentrate on new learning
exper iences

the students can share their knowledge and skills with
other students

"recognizes the value of experience"

"positive message that one's experiences and prior
learning is recognized and valuable"

1 for each of the follo....ing;

"saving of faculty time"

"facult.y ....ill not have a class whose prior knowledge ranges
from none to competency"

tlslower pace - especially for older students"

"determines needs, charllcteristics and values of the incoming
student"

"encourages mature students to continue education in a formal
setting"

"students can direct more effort to those new areas to be
learned"



"smooth access or completion of further post secondary
stUdies tl

"stronger linkages with industry"

"faster assimilation of new skills to new programs"

"gain useful exemptions"

tlmature students always seem to do well, they know their
objectives and are prepared to work"

"due to the increasing lack of employment, students are
training in several areas and they're taking advantage of work
in any field. They need encouragement - give them credit"

"very beneficial to older students to prove they can learn
because they were already learning and '.~y not have realized
it ll

"suitability and demonstrates ability"

"able to utilize the knowledge students already have"

"the value of the feedback for evaluating what is required to
pursue a program"

"less of a drop-out rate"

"experience is valuable in clinical oriented courses"

"less stress on stUdents to perfor.m in something they (he/she)
is qualified to dOll

"promotes concept/validity of life-long learning"

"illustrates institution's value of student's time"

Hgives the individual student a basic knowledge of his/her
level 0:( aChievement/knowledge per SUbject. Round pegs with
square holes I I"

"attitude and commitment much higher. More focused student"

"Why should a student repeat courses, while to.aving done an
equivalent course or material - all stUdents should be
assessed upon entry"

"allows the student to be a role model for other students"



student benefits according to Manage.ent:

better use of student I s time

recognition for past experiences

avoids repetition of material already learned

motivates student - satisfaction of having a post
secondary institution recognize their past experiences
for credit purposes

shorter training period

1 of each of the following:

"transferability of careers"

"mobility in workforce"
reduction in negative reaction to change acceptance of
continuous improvement, life long learning"

"saved academic space for use by other students"

"increased accessibility for adult learners"

"the student may enter a course with an advance standing"

"saves money"

"validates current knowledge and skills"

"change in acquiring education and training is upon us! We
must drop our barriers and accept ill , learning!"



College benefits accordinq to FaCUlty:

time could be spent more beneficially not having to
repeat skills already acquired

better utilization of colleqe resources

saving of money and materials by the college

fosters completion of a program

encourages more applicants

increase the number of people served

saving of faCUlty time

student can begin advancement immediately

increased success rate may decrease attrition

provides for a better motivated stUdent

happier students and probably more productive

student gains useful exemptions

allows for flexible enrolments/ faster graduation
schedules

smaller class sizes
instructor/student time"

1 for each of the following:

"may allow for

"frees up classroom space and instructor time for students who
need itU

"opportunity for mature focused individuals to come to our
programs ll

"allows the college to provide more cost-effective courses and
design courses more applicable to the students needs"

"shows Cabot's recognition of value for adults experiences.
Respect for its learners"

"efficient use of awarding credit"

"saves administration and teaching costs"

"enhances progressive image of the college"



"makes us more receptive to the variety of backgrounds and
experiences our older students are bringing yith them - our
student population is becoming increasingly older"

"money and energy yill be focused in the right direction - eg
developing an individualized program plan that yi11 ensure
that students will not have to repeat any areas of study they
have already attained"

"improved public image"

"reduced york load"

"better use of instructional personnel"

"enhances students' self-esteem"

"faCUlty will not have a class whose prior knOWledge ranges
from none to competency"

"less variety of learners (eq aca~';;j;lic background) in a
course, improved student results"

"students can fill empty spaces in senior years so resources
not wasted"

"to determine the needs, characteristics and value of incoming
students"

"will accelerate applicants through the system and provide
space for new applicants"

"encourages mature students to continue education in a formal
setting"

"has potential to counter attrition effect"

"instructor can better pace class if all have similar
backgrounds II

"reduces student boredom with rehashing old material"

"smooth access or completion of further post secondary
studies"

"stronger linkages with industry"

"faster assimilation of new skills to new programs"

" non-duplication of skills training"

"elimination of duplication of learning/teaching"

"makes Cabot a ,leader in the implementation of PLAn



"demonstrates leadership/models for other post secondary
institutions"

"puts students previous experiences/learning in proper light
(instead of just marketing/filling, Cabot programs"

"based on the varied background of those who seek education in
post secondary institutions this area is in need of
consideration as the older student often has through
experience, gained a knowledge/skill/attitude"

"attracts experiences students II

"streamline"

"suitability, demonstrates ability"

"it will be another example of the student coming first. It
will enhance Cabot's profile as an institute that cares about
its students more so than its tuition dollars"

"it could improve the quality of the graduate and give more
priority to other issues and better time management"

"clear waiting list a little faster"

"concentrate on those with need to learn It

"better quality graduate"

Uhigher quality of learning facilitation'·

"to determine the strengths and weaknesses of students and to
establish some sense of measuring the norm of standard or
capacity with which to begin the teaching/learning process"

"it allows us to reach out and recognize the learning of
adults ll

"gives students positive recognition of past skills, etc ... 11

"greater student benefit"

"PLA will help you to lead the students in the direction you
feel most suited to his/her knOWledge"

"experiance is valuable in clinical oriented coursesu

"college seen as more flexible - more in tune with industry"

"shows the college as flexible and forward looking"

"enables faCUlty to obtain another qualification or a higher
qualification"



"keeps everybody happier in the long and short term"

"from the students perspective, it provides recognition of
valuable kno....ledge or skills already achieved"

"promotes concept/validity of life long learning"

"gives the individual student a basic kno....ledge of his/her
level of achievement/kno.... ledge per sUbject. Round pegs with
square holes!! tI

"more responsive to community needs"

"we cannot afford to slow our learners down"

allows student to be a roll! model for other students"

"we don't force students to be in an environment that doesn't
suit their learning needs. Adults value time - we have to
respect this"

cabot benefits accorcUng to Hanagement

"better utilization of faCUlty"

"better utilization of facilities"

"improves Cabot image/reputation with respect to meeting adult
learners needs"

"instructor/course/program renewal which comes from the in
depth review of contant necessary to the PLA process fl

"open access to all who deserve accreditation"

"potential enhancement of instructor's exposure to knowledge"

"maturity in the system lt

"responsiveness to our students"

"challenges us to separate 'nice to know' from 'need to know"

"the college could be seen as a forerunner in these ideas in
the province and that the college recognizes life and work
skills obtained prior to college is valid and important"

"motivated students"

lIflexibility in program offerings"

lIassists individualized participation"



lflllore security of funds as more students return for
retraining"

"better student satisfaction ll

"enrichment of programs by enrolment of experienced students"

"increased opportunities for a variety of persons"

"this would be beneficial especially as the new
articulation/harmonization of trade and technical courses is
completed which will give credit for previous courses"

"better student access to full-time and part-time programs"

"may be revenue generating for the college"
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